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Commencement Program

Processional

Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39, No. 1.......................................................... Sir Edgar Elgar
(please stand for the Procession)
The Denver Municipal Band Brass Ensemble
Mr. Gerald Endsley, Affiliate Music Faculty, Conductor

Star Spangled Banner.................................................................Francis Scott Key
Ms. Sabrina Kirkwood, Music Education Major, Soprano
The Denver Municipal Band Brass Ensemble
Dr. Michael J. Kornelsen, Chair, Department of Music, Conductor

Amazing Grace..........................................................John Newton
Ms. Katy Deditz, Music Performance Major, Saxophone

Call to Order............................................................Ms. Lynn Kaersvang
President, Faculty Senate

Presidential Greetings.....................................................Dr. Stephen M. Jordan
President, Metropolitan State College of Denver

Remarks from the Trustees..................................................Ms. Adele Phelan
Chair, Board of Trustees

Welcome and Induction into the Alumni Association......Mr. Eric Peterson
President, Metropolitan State Alumni Association

Introduction of the President’s Award Recipient...Dr. Joan L. Foster
Dean, School of Letters, Arts and Sciences

Remarks from the Spring Class of 2010..........................Ms. Bridget Braun
President’s Award Recipient

Address............................................................Dr. Stephen M. Jordan

Presentation of Candidates..................................................Dr. Vicki Golich
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

Conferring of Degrees.....................................................Dr. Stephen M. Jordan

Introduction of Candidates..................................................Dr. Marilyn A. Hetzel
Chair, Department of Theatre
Mr. Scott Lubinski
Assistant Professor of Theatre

Presentation of Diplomas
School of Professional Studies........................................Dr. Sandra Haynes, Dean
School of Business .......................................................... Dr. John Cochran, Dean
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences.............................Dr. Joan L. Foster, Dean

Tassel Ceremony..........................................................Dr. Stephen M. Jordan

Closing Ceremony..........................................................Ms. Lynn Kaersvang

Recessional

Interpreters for the Deaf: Ms. Jean Kelly and Ms. Leora Rosenbaum
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Congratulations on the successful completion of your hard-earned baccalaureate degree from Metropolitan State College of Denver. This is a significant achievement, of which you and your family can be justifiably proud.

Just as you now have a solid foundation on which to build a career or broaden your education in graduate school, Metro State has secured a strong heritage of academic excellence that will serve the Colorado community into the future. On the eve of its 45th anniversary, the College is progressing with plans that will enhance the value of your degree. With legislative approval, we are developing offerings for master’s degrees in accounting, teacher education and social work. And four new buildings are planned for the near future: the Center for Visual Art will re-open in its new home in the Santa Fe Art District in June; the grand opening of the Auraria Science Building this summer will expand Metro State’s role as the leader in STEM education for students of color; and the new Student Success Building and Hotel and Hospitality Learning Center will give visibility to Metro State’s unique identity on the Auraria Campus.

As one of 1,600 freshly minted Metro State graduates, you are now a part of our heritage, which now includes more than 67,500 alumni, all of whom through their tenacity, energy and intelligence are having a significant impact on their community. Here are but a few examples of their achievements:

• **Omar Hurricane** (’90, physics and math), a physicist at the National Nuclear Security Administration’s Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, received the Department of Energy’s prestigious Ernest Orlando Lawrence Award in December. Hurricane was honored for his work in national security and nonproliferation.

• **Lisa Moder** (’90, electrical engineering technology) received the 2010 Test Engineer of the Year award by Test & Measurement World magazine in April. Moder, senior test engineer with EchoStar, was also featured in the cover story of the April 2010 issue of this magazine.

• **Kevin Vaughan** (’86, journalism) has written for Colorado newspapers since 1989. Currently a writer for The Denver Post, he was a finalist for the 2008 Pulitzer Prize.

• **Tracie Keesee** (’77, political science), a 20-year Denver Police Department veteran, is division chief of the department for technology and support. Keesee holds a doctorate from the University of Denver.

• **Patricia Hurrieta** (’93, behavioral science and teacher education licensure) is the principal of Godsman Elementary, a Denver public school.

Your degree from Metro State symbolizes the knowledge, experiences and skills you have attained that make you ready and qualified to accept the challenge of engaging as a citizen in a culturally diverse society, much as the people highlighted above have done. We eagerly anticipate your accomplishments, both large and small, and your continuing attachment to the Metro State community, which promises you a very warm welcome whenever you return.

Please do keep in touch.

Sincerely,

Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.
President, Metropolitan State College of Denver
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Metro State: On the Road to Preeminence

Established in 1965, Metropolitan State College of Denver enrolls nearly 23,500 students, with more in-state undergraduates than any other institution in Colorado. In 2005, Metro State set the ambitious long-term goal of becoming the preeminent public urban baccalaureate college in the nation, toward which it has made significant progress in myriad ways such as adding master’s degrees to its offerings and being named a model Emerging Hispanic Serving Institution.

Metro State is steadfast in its mission to provide students from all walks of life with a high-quality education that prepares them for rewarding careers, postgraduate education and lifelong learning in a multicultural, global and technological society. With diversity as a core value, Metro State is proud to enroll more students of color than all other four-year institutions in Colorado.

The individualized and relevant education the College provides encompasses high-quality academics, an unsurpassed faculty and a unique and experience rich with diversity, degree choices and community impact. These attributes make Metro State Colorado’s best value in higher education.

The College boasts accomplished professors who are known nationally in their fields. Visiting Assistant Professor of Marketing Darrin Duber-Smith, for instance, was one of only 10 professors nationally to be named a Wall Street Journal In-Education Distinguished Professor. And Communication Design Professor Lisa Abendroth is a leader of SEED (Social Economic Environmental Design), a national group working to ensure the socially responsible development of architecture and design projects.

Metro State students are making a name for themselves as well. Senior Steven Jon Billings was a semi-finalist in the National Trumpet Competition this March at George Mason University. Junior English literature major Sebastian Doherty is one of 10 only students in the country accepted into the Bucknell (University) Seminar for Younger Poets, a highly acclaimed and exclusive workshop for promising poets. Stephanie Mucha has received a prestigious Gilman Scholarship to study in Italy this summer. And volleyball player Anna Mapes received this year’s Comeback Award from Sportswomen of Colorado at the organization’s 35th annual awards dinner.

With the addition of the 1,600 members of the Class of 2010, there are now more than 67,500 proud Metro State alumni, the vast majority of whom remain in Colorado to live and work as our teachers, nurses, accountants, pilots, law enforcement officials, social workers and high-tech employees. Metro State graduates run businesses, contribute in the nonprofit sector and serve in government at the local and state levels. And, they are achieving their dreams. For instance, psychology graduate Col. Laura Jane Richardson is the first female commander of Ft. Myer in Arlington, Va., and electrical engineering technology graduate Lisa Moder was named 2010 Test Engineer of the Year by Test and Measurement World magazine. Dave Zar, marketing and media communications, is senior vice president of operations and engineering at Altitude Sports and Entertainment. Political science alumnus Matthew Beck is a Peace Corps volunteer teaching life skills to Kazakh youth in the Bayan Olgi Province in Western Mongolia.

The accomplishments of our students and graduates, and the better lives that education brings them, are a great source of pride for Metro State and are an integral part of the foundation on which we are building a national reputation for preeminence.
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Academic Attire

Academic attire is modeled after monks’ clothing from the Middle Ages, when college faculty and students were members of religious orders. In England, the faculty of many colleges and universities still wear gowns, hoods and caps in the classroom.

In the early 20th century, colleges and universities throughout the world adopted guidelines for the design and colors of academic attire. An institution may design and register special attire for its administrators and graduates, but it must conform to certain standards. Once registered, the design/color combination may not be duplicated by other institutions.

The bachelor’s gown is most often black and has long sleeves that taper to a point in the back. It is always worn closed. At Metro State, women do not wear a white collar with the gown. The hood worn by the President’s Award recipient is a Metropolitan State College of Denver bachelor’s degree hood and is worn by this student to represent the graduating class.

The gown signifying the master’s degree is also usually black and may be worn open or closed. It features oblong sleeves that hang below the wrist, tapering to a square cut with a cutaway arc.

Although usually black, the doctoral gown is sometimes seen in colors—usually gold, purple, blue or red. The gown may be worn open or closed. The opening of the gown is faced with velvet and three velvet chevrons run across its bell-shaped sleeves. The velvet facing and chevrons may be black or the color representing the field of study.

The hood varies in length and shape according to the degree it represents—the shortest and smallest signifies the bachelor’s degree and the longest and widest signifies the doctoral degree. The velvet bordering the hood represents the degree field of study. The colors most frequently seen at Metro State are royal blue – Philosophy; light blue – Education; yellow – Science; green – Medicine.

The satin lining of the hood, each a specific design, represents the college or university at which the individual earned his or her degree.

The Oxford Cap, or mortarboard as it is better known, completes the attire. In place of the hood, bachelor’s candidates at Metro State wear colored tassels on the Oxford Cap to represent the academic department of the College from which they earned their degrees. Those holding graduate degrees usually wear black tassels, but those holding doctoral degrees may wear tassels of gold or other institutions.

Academic Colors

Graduate Tassel Colors by School

School of Business – Peacock Blue
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences – White
School of Professional Studies – Peacock Blue

Academic Distinction

You will notice that some of our graduates are wearing one or more cords, stoles or medallions of various colors or designs about the neck of their gowns to represent high academic achievement. Those graduates who have achieved overall excellence are recognized by the College through three areas of distinction:

Summa Cum Laude (with highest praise)
Gold and blue cord
Magna Cum Laude (with great praise)
Silver and blue cord
Cum Laude (with praise)
Bronze and blue cord

The College encourages students to enroll in and complete an especially rigorous course of interdisciplinary study in addition to the individual’s major and minor study degree requirements. This course of study is known as the Honors Program.

Honor Societies

Accounting Honor Society
Royal blue cord
Alpha Delta Omega (Human Services)
White satin stole with red Greek letters, ADW
Association of Scholars of African American Studies
Kente stole, original colors of green, red, gold and blue
Delta Alpha Pi (International Honor Society for Individuals with Disabilities)
Navy and gold cord
Delta Gamma Xi (Criminal Justice and Criminology)
Blue and gold cord
Delta Phi Alpha (German)
Black, red and gold cord
Gamma Theta Upsilon (Geography)
Blue, gold and brown cord
Golden Key (All-College Honor Society)
Gold cord
Kappa Delta Pi (Education)
Purple and green cord
Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Arts and Sciences)
Red and white cord
Phi Alpha (Social Work)
Brass medallion with Greek letters, FA, hanging from royal blue and yellow neck ribbon
Phi Alpha Theta (History)
Red and blue cord
Phi Sigma Iota (Foreign Language)
Purple and white cord
Pi Kappa Lambda (Music)
Gold and white cord
Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science)
Brass medallion with the Greek letters, PSA, in blue hanging from a red neck ribbon
Psi Chi (Psychology)
Double gold cords with tassels of blue and gold
Sigma Beta Delta (Business)
Green and gold cord with contrasting tassels
Sigma Tau Delta (English)
Red and black cord; members with special distinction in scholarship wear a black and gold medallion with the Greek letters, STA, hanging from a maroon neck ribbon.
Tau Alpha Pi (Engineering Technology)
Pewter medallion in the shape of a gear with a divider superimposed at the top; the Greek letters, STA, appear at the 9, 6, and 3 o’clock positions on the gear. The medallion hangs from a yellow and green neck ribbon.
Upsilon Phi Delta (Health Care Management)
Red and blue double cord with corresponding tassel.
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In the early 20th century, colleges and universities throughout the world adopted guidelines for the design and colors of academic attire. An institution may design and register special attire for its administrators and graduates, but it must conform to certain standards. Once registered, the design/color combination may not be duplicated by other institutions.

The bachelor’s gown is most often black and has long sleeves that taper to a point in the back. It is always worn closed. At Metro State, women do not wear a white collar with the gown. The hood worn by the President’s Award recipient is a Metropolitan State College of Denver bachelor’s degree hood and is worn by this student to represent the graduating class.

The gown signifying the master’s degree is also usually black and may be worn open or closed. It features oblong sleeves that hang below the wrist, tapering to a square cut with a cutaway arc.

Although usually black, the doctoral gown is sometimes seen in colors—usually gold, purple, blue or red. The gown may be worn open or closed. The opening of the gown is faced with velvet and three velvet chevrons run across its bell-shaped sleeves. The velvet facing and chevrons may be black or the color representing the field of study.

The hood varies in length and shape according to the degree it represents—the shortest and smallest signifies the bachelor’s degree and the longest and widest signifies the doctoral degree. The velvet bordering the hood represents the degree field of study. The colors most frequently seen at Metro State are royal blue – Philosophy; light blue – Education; yellow – Science; green – Medicine.
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The College encourages students to enroll in and complete an especially rigorous course of interdisciplinary study in addition to the individual’s major and minor study degree requirements. This course of study is known as the Honors Program.
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Upsilon Phi Delta (Health Care Management)
Red and blue double cord with corresponding tassel.
Graduation Candidates—Spring 2010

School of Business

Accounting

Daniel Raymond Abote
Nathaniel Emery Ackerman
Lorena Reyes Aguilar
Gustavo Tadeu De Almeida
Holly Jon Anderson
Monica Delgado Arthistol
Shauna Lee Baitly
Jacob Grant Barlow
Sandra Lee Bevin
Christopher K. Chiango
Kathey J. Clark
Sydnee Lynne Contadeluci
Lisa L. Donze
Douglas A. Ferry, Jr.
Travis Adrian Fortson
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Yang Su dong Hsy
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Sara Christine Lane
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Ryan Anthony Nicholson
Athaudage Dona Krishanthi
Nilangani Rochelle Hutchison O’Neill
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Songmi Pang
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James Scott Pierce
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Rayleigh Jayne Richardson
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Ming Yu Shih
Michelle A. Smith
Stephanie Rene Soderquist
Kaylee Lynn Stanforth
Jessica Sang
Tosha K. Talati
Nicholas Brenden Trostel
Lang Truong
Mark Eugene Tucker
Jessica Joan Villa
Alyssa Rosalie Wagner
Christine Lynn Walters
Brittany Dupree Woodman
Casi Lee Wright

Computer Information Systems

Daniel J. Adema
Stephen Kurt Andrews
David Joseph Capra
Cuong Thanh Dinh
Pablo Antonio Fernandez
Jim Freimark
Jacobi Thomas Hafler
LaKindra Jensen Hampton
Steven Charles Hoffman
Carla M. Knutson
Kyle W. Koster
Katie Ann Lancaster
Adrianna Macias
Tuan Minh Nguyen
Samarah Elizabeth Morgan
Portis
Jay Hollbrook Rickert
Helen Anne Sculthorpe

Finance

Christopher Chase Barnes
Brianna Michelle Beasley
Ridall Tari Bells
Artem Bolonu
Steven Edward Benso
Dane Alan Blanchard
Scott David Bradley
Juliana Christine Brown
Arielle Lea Brunelle
Donald C. Clark

Dack Joseph Cousino
Craig A. Davis
Anthony Erik Foschini
Branon Dean Frederick
John Erik Gomez
Brian Robert Graham
Dustin Michael Grass
Don Taylor Harman
Gary Steven Housh
Kayla Michelle Ivey
Celtia Kaur
Ryan Allen Knott
Christopher Lee LaCasse
Matthew David Levington
Alyson C. Lorenzo
Brandon Kelly McCull
Robert Joseph Menses III
Chad Joseph Charles Mirville
Ryan Anthony Nicholson
Sergei Sorkin
Patrick James Southard
Joshua Christopher Springer
Ty Christopher Taylor
Jonathan D. Waller
Anthony Robert Weber

Economics

John Joseph Brady
Collin J. Faunsbaugh
Ebeny Shanta Harris
April Marie Hirald
Susanne Lederer
Hector Lavin Mendez
Schrell Chenise Moore
Anna Therese O’Donnell
Cyrus Newton Schoonover II
Theodore Constan Stathopulos
Andrew William Tillotson
Troy Steven Wrightstone

Management

Kristyan Rae Baker
Thomas K. Benson
Aaron Michael Blue
Nicholas Joseph Brennan
Reene Lynn Brown
Jessica Anne Butler
Michael Brian Canjar
Zachary Aaron Casias
Jeremiah Robert Cooke
Delbey Deni Cuccio
Bret William Dalton
Eric Nga Vu Diep
Lalysa Darlene Dixon
Matthew R. Erlich
Christine Eisen
Justin Richard Elder
Mark Bastiaan Euser
Jennifer Linette Ferguson
Carrie Ann Geving
Jeremiah David Harper
Danielle Lynne Herman
James Francis Hesse III
Tiare Natasha Hudson
Keith Eric Hunn
Sean Michael Johnson
Patricia L. Keesler
Scott Matthew Kegrevere
Christopher Lee LaCasse
Stacy Nicole Landers
Alison Carly Loggie
Sarah Jeanette Luke
Alexander Bruce MacDonald
Muamer Maksic
Lauren Paige Mason
Justin Samuel Merow
Kathy L. Oster
Heather Brooke Pearce
Alaine Tracey Pope
Brad L. Redfern
Caleb Michael Salankey
Racheal N. Sarusunksa
Krista Lee Skelton
Marl Ina Traub Sonneman
Christopher Ryan Stokowski
Nicole April Sybystor
Ryan Michael VanBuskirk
Joshua Michael Wagner
Sean Peter Whitehead
Steven Neil Wynkoop

Marketing

Malak Aoukach
George Andrew Ashauer
Patrick Baek
Taras M. Balabintrak
Lisa Marie Baldassar
Danae Joy Barrscher
Alexis Renee Bowen
Minerva Angellina Cobos
Amanda Marie Colby
Danya L. Corbin
Rohyn Elisabeth Crotty
Emily Marie Duran
Justin Michael Fisher
Nicholas Ryan Fletcher
Daniel Vernon Gonzalez
Dareen Basle Hamed
Ashley Jaleh Hazegh
Tyler Ryan Hensen
Kyle David Hillie
Dylan Riter Mikel
Andrea Rene Miller
Ryan Patrick Milne
Monica Marie Montoya
Patricia Morales
Nolan Paul Morrison
Nicole J. O’Brien
Zachary Adam Padilla
Los Ann Weyer Parsons
Tyler James Pattishall
Junu Prasai
Amanda Jane Hale Reifinger
Kimberly Michelle Rogers
Yana Valeriavna Romanko
Craig Barry Roth
Eric William Schorling
Erik James Skelton
Shawn Paul Stacy
Allen John Stewart
Matthew Paul Talbot
David Joel VanDeWeert
Tou Yiu Vang
Shannon Renee Veile
Michael Andrew Wallin
Michael James Whalin
Daniel Joseph White
Robert E. Wilbun
Sarah Stephanie Wiebenga
Amy Lee Winn

South Carolina

Sigma Gamma Lambda
Mu Sigma Lambda
Dean’s List
Honors Program
Teacher License
Graduation Candidates – Spring 2010

School of Business

Accounting
Daniel Raymond Ahote
Nathaniel Emery Ackerman
Lorena Reyes Aguilarr
Gustavo Tadeu De Almeida
Holly Jon Anderson
Monica Delgado Arithson
Shauna Lee Baity
Jacob Grant Barlow
Sandra Lee Bevin
Christopher K. Chiango
Kathey J. Clark
Sydnee Lynne Contadeluci
Lisa L. Donze
Douglas A. Ferry, Jr.
Travis Adrian Fortson
Matthew James Foster
Sylvia Louise Gardner
Toni Gjinaj
Jamie Lynn Hamlin
Yang Suedong Hay
Rebecca Renae Hill
Alexander Jordan Holmes
Gary L. Hulett
Erin Marie Jones
Marina V. Kayazheva
Sara Christine Lane
Brenda Renee LeGrand
Richard Fredrick Lloyd
Connie Lee Ludlam
Ilya Lyubimsky
Richard William Macht
Annika Stephanie Matlock
Joseph William Mattingly
Virginia Arlene Mendez
Jamie Vanessa Miller
Patricia Ann Montgomery
Nicole Marie Naccarato
Kiera M. Ngo
Ryan Anthony Nicholson
Arshadage Dona Krishanthi
Nilanangi
Rochelle Hutchison O’Neill
Amy Suzanne Palmer
Songmi Pang
Altaira Starr Parrish
Sondra Lynn Payne
Jake Steven Phillips
James Scott Pierce
Christina Carter Redfearn
Baylee Jayne Richardson
Ashley Richess Ron
Helen Anne Sculthorpe
Eric Paul Seaton
Ming Yu Shih
Michelle A. Smith
Stephanie Rene Soderquist
Kaylee Lynn Stanforth
Jessica Sang
Tosha K. Talati
Nicholas Brenden Trostel
Lang Truong
Mark Eugene Tucker
Jessica Joan Villa
Alyssa Rosalie Wagner
Christine Lynn Walters
Brittany Dupree Woodman
Casi Lee Wright

Computer Information Systems
Daniel J. Adema
Stephen Kurt Andrews
David Joseph Capra
Cuong Thanh Dinh
Pablo Antonio Fernandez
Jim Freimark
Jacob Thomas Haffner
LaKindra Jenifer Hampton
Steven Charles Hoffman
Carla M. Knutsen
Kyle W. Koster
Katie Ann Lancaster
Adrianna Macias
Tuan Minh Nguyen
Samara Elizabeth Morgan Portis
Jay Hollbrook Rickert
Helen Anne Sculthorpe

Economics
John Joseph Brady
Collin J. Faunsaugh
Ebony Shantia Harris
April Marie Hiraud
Susanne Lederer
Hector Lavin Mendez
Schrell Cheniese Moore
Anna Therese O’Donnell
Cyrus Newton Schoonover II
Theodore Constan Stathopulus
Andrew William Tillotson
Troy Steven Wrightstone

Finance
Christopher Chase Barnes
Broanda Michelle Beasley
Reidall Tari Bells
Artom Bolanos
Steven Edward Benso
Dane Alan Blanchard
Scott David Bradley
Julanna Christine Brown
Arielle Lea Brunelle
Donald C. Clark
Dack Joseph Cousino
Craig A. Davis
Anthony Erik Foschini
Branon Dean Frederick
John Erik Gomez
Brian Robert Graham
Dustin Michael Grass
Don Taylor Hartson
Gary Steven Housch
Kayla Michelle Ivey
Celina Kaur
Ryan Allen Knott
Christopher Lee LaCasse
Matthew David Levingston
Alyson C. Lorenzo
Brandon Kelly McCall
Robert Joseph Menezes III
Chad Joseph Charles Mirville
Ryan Anthony Nicholson
Sergei Sorkin
Patrick James Southard
Joshua Christopher Springer
Ty Christopher Taylor
Jonathan D. Waller
Anthony Robert Weber

Management
Krysten Rae Baker
Thomas K. Benson
Aaron Michael Blue
Nicholas Joseph Brennen
 Renee Lynn Brown
Jessica Anne Butler
Michael Brian Canjar
Zachary Aaron Casias
Jeremiah Robert Cooke
Debby Denée Cuccio
Bret William Dalton
Eric Ngai Wa Dip
Lakshya Darlene Dixon
Matthew R. Erdlech
Christine Eisen
Justin Richard Elder
Mark Bastiaan Euser
Jennifer Linette Ferguson
Carrie Ann Geving
Jeremiah David Harper
Danielle Lynne Herman
James Francis Hesse III
Taiie Natasha Hudson
Keith Eric Hunn
Sean Michael Johnson
Patricia L. Keesler
Scott Matthew Kegreveris
Christopher Lee LaCasse
Stacy Nicole Landers
Alison Carly Loggie
Sarah Jeanette Luke
Alexander Bruce MacDonald
Maumer Maksomic
Lauren Paige Mason
Justin Samuel Merow
Kathy L. Oster
Heather Brooke Pearcy
Alaine Tracey Pope
Brad L. Redfern
Caleb Michael Salankey
Rachel N. Serunkuma
Krista Lee Skelton
Marillinn Traub Sonneman
Christopher Ryan Stokowski
Nicole April Syvestor
Ryan Michael VanBuskirk
Joshua Michael Wagner
Sean Peter Whitehead
Steven Neil Wynkoop

Marketing
Malak Aoukach
George Andrew Ashauer
Patrick Baek
Taras M. Balabutchak
Lisa Marie Baldassar
Danae Joy Bartscher
Alexis Rene’ Bowen
Minerva Angélica Cobos
Amanda Marie Colby
Danyla L. Corbin
Robyn Elizabeth Crotty
Emily Marie Daron
Justin Michael Fisher
Nicholas Ryan Fletcher
Daniel Vernon Gonzales
Daren Basel Hamed
Ashley Jaleh Hazegh
Tyler Ryan Hensen
Kyle David Hillje
Dylan Riter Mikel
Andrea Renee Miller
Ryan Patrick Milne
Monica Marie Montoya
Patricia Morales
Nolan Paul Morrison
Nicole J. O’Brien
Zachary Adam Padilla
Lo Ann Weyer Parsons
Tyler James Pattishall
Junu Prasai
Aundrea Nicole Pries
Kerry-Anne Rapson
Amanda Jane Hale Reifinger
Kimberly Michelle Rogers
Yana Valerivna Romanko
Craig Barry Roth
Eric William Schoring
Erik James Skelton
Shawn Paul Stacy
Allen John Stewart
Matthew Paul Talbot
David Joel VanDeWeert
Tou Yiu Vang
Shannon Renee Veile
Michael Andrew Wallin
Michael James Whalin
Daniel Joseph White
Robert E. Wibben
Sarah Stephanie Wiebenga
Amy Lee Winn

Gamma Cam Luado
Najya Cam Luado
Cam Luado
Honors Program
Teacher License
Graduation Candidates – Spring 2010

Derek Edward Hrabal
Francisco Garcia Hristov
Stephanie Jefferson
Ryan Anthony Jugert
Andrew W. Komopka
Brandon Charles Kyle
Anthony David Lonn
Timothy John Lundberg
Fuyuan Ma
Reginaldo Marin
Safia Mashkoor
Lyndsay Ann McDonald
Katharine Jane McKay
Na’im Ali McKee
Lorianne Rebekah McNeely
Justin Samuel Merow
Alexander Florentino Montoya
Karah Christine Mosbrucker
Erika Lynn Neeley
Brandt Hughland Nelson
Clay William Petersen
Jonathan Lawrence Raymond
Bryce Alan Russell
Lorraine A. Rybarczyk
Emma Maxine Schlundt
Theodore James Thorp
Margot Ann Whalen

School of Letters, Arts and Sciences

African and African American Studies

Angela Rose Piercy
Rhonda Tanika Vaughn

Art

Deirdre C. Adams
Alfonso R. Arellano
Vanessa Ohlen Aves
Melissa Beth Brock
Reed Elliott Brunermer
Sarah Jean Burke
Heather A.E. Byers
Miriah Elizabeth Clarke-Postle
Calette Amanda Coulter
John A. Daddario
Stephanie Kate Dimmer

Erin Marie Doyle
Haylee Laura Ebersole
Justin Daniel Eddings
Eva Marie Fatta
Cyce L. Gates
Lukas M. Gordon
Brittany Leigh Gould
Sarah Elaine Grundemann
Britney Anne Hanze
Diane M. Herberberg
Alexander S. Hirsch
Dylan Christopher Jones
Agnieszka Iwa Kijak-Bochnak
Lindsey Jean Klein
Paul Franklin Knoll
Candice Rose Knutson
Lauren Elise Lighthi
Sara Marie Magley
Anne Marie Marsiglia
Melanie Marie Martensoff
Micah Wayne Mayselew
Anne C. Mender
Brenna Lynn Metger
Joey Arnold Meyer
Chelsea Margaret Middlaugh
Evan J. Millard
Erin Elizabeth Mulrooney
Michelle Lynne Music
Robert Edward Nachman
Amanda Lynn Friedland Nelson
Matthew Roland Nelson
Anastasia Louise Rector
Amy Kay Roberts
Reece Salinas
Martin Paul Schneider
Katie Ann Schweben
Joseph Nino Short
Lauren Ashley Shrivraga
Marie Rose Sorensen
Phillip Andrew Spaulding
Jessie Lynn Super
Christopher Page Tidd
Paula Lorraine Ulrich
Nicole Marie Veney
Amanda Leigh Wahl
Lyle Keith West
Valerie Lynn Wilkinson
Laura Michele Willey
Lindsay Leigh Williams
Samantha Lynn Williams
Lindsay L. Wilson
Adam Nelson Young

Biology

Theresa Louise Aberg
Jane Celeste Abell
Allyss Katheryn Allee
Heather Lee Allen
Ashly Nicole Anderson
Cherie Kristen Andurlakis
Sherrionda Marteen Appleberry
Suraj Aryal
Anisa Dawn Bartels
Brent Jeremy Bangall
Allison Jean Babb
Tallisha Marie Cantsee
Jonathan Edward Canupp
Meghan Marie Chappell
Shannon Renee Chase
So Hyun Cho
William Clay Clark
Kevin M. Cleave
Delisa Marie Contreras
Irina S. Cucucu
Kelli Allison Darby
James W. Davidson
Mollie Elyse Davis
Angelique Red Decatur
Christopher E. DeFelice
Mindele Le Diehl
Alexander Hyun Endres
Erina Dawn Fitcher
Diane Lee Gentry
Constance Ann Gorden
Gregg A. Graham
Miyoko Stephanie Green
Heidi Rose Grubhs
Travis Michael Hall
Teri Nicole Hanlon
Marza Lee Harris
Christopher Jeremy Hirsch
Randi Corrine Hodgson
Katherine Michelle Hutchings
Lytaos William Icbone
Rolando Lee Jackson
Katherine Rebecca Jerde

©
Magna Cum Laude
✩
Cum Laude

Terri Alexandra Kluppel
Meredith Ivy Kolleson
Rebecca Janeen Konceny
Emily Jean Lauer
Katie Rebecca Rita Lee
Tyler Ray Madden
Jessica Marie Mann
Jessica Anne Martin
Constance Jeanne McCormack
James A. McDonald II
Tara Marie Menne
Lauren Jean Mitchell
Jolene Marie Mohr
Lisa Lee Mount
Rohyn Marie Mourning
Christy Dawn Myers
Kori S. Neessen
Mihiret Geleta Negiya
Stephanie Christine New
Cecilia My Tam Nguyen
Stephen Paul Nicholson
Haley Heather Oser
Gail Allyn Overstog
Jeremiah Lawrence Pamer
Nina Babai Param
Elizabeth Marie Parrish
Tori Leigh Petty
Ha B. Phan
Jennifer Marie Retundi
Sonia Rezaiefard
Tara Lee Rihel
Beverly Ann Root
Megan Celia Rosas
Laura Michelle Sanders
Christopher L. Setser
Cheryl Lynne Simpkins
Khadijah Kellee S. Smith
Rhianna Lou Thomas
Vanessa Lynn Thursby
Leigh Ann Trapillo-Baca
Calvin I. Vialpando, Jr.
Stephanie Marie Walker
Chelsea Renee Williamson
Tor Yiu Yang
Whitney Wray Yoost
Melinda Yousef
James Edward Zehner, Jr.
Galina Zlatkina

©
Magna Cum Laude
✹
Teacher Licensure

Vanessa Lynn Thursby
Leigh Ann Trapillo-Baca
Calvin I. Vialpando, Jr.
Stephanie Marie Walker
Chelsea Renee Williamson
Tor Yiu Yang
Whitney Wray Yoost
Melinda Yousef
James Edward Zehner, Jr.
Galina Zlatkina
Graduation Candidates – Spring 2010

Derek Edward Harabal
Francisco Garcia Hristov
Stephanie Jefferson
Ryan Anthony Jugert
Andrew W. Komopka
Brandon Charles Kyle

Anthony David Lonn
Timothy John Lundberg
Fuyan Ma
Reginaldo Marín
Safia Mashkoor
Lyndsay Ann McDonald
Katharine Jane McKay
Na’im Ali McKee

Sarah Jean Burke
Melissa Beth Brock
Art

Sarah Elaine Grundemann
Britney Anne Hanze
Diane M. Herberg
Alexander S. Hirsch
Dylan Christopher Jones
Agnieszka Ewa Kijak-Bechnak

Lindsay Jean Klein
Paul Franklin Knoll
Candice Rose Knutson
Lauren Elois Lighthale

Sara Marie Magley
Anne Marie Margiela

Melanie Marie Martison
Micah Wayne Mayeslew
Anne C. Mender
Brenna Lynn Metger
Joey Arnold Meyer

Chelsea Margaret Midlaugh
Evan J. Millard
Erin Elizabeth Mulrooney
Michelle Lyon Music
Robert Edward Nachman
Amanda Lynn Friedland
Nelson
Matthew Roland Nelson
Anastasia Louise Rector
Amy Kay Roberts
Riece Salinas
Martin Paul Schneider

Katie Ann Schwegler
Joseph Nino Short

Lauren Ashley Shrivagala
Maria Rose Sorensen
Philip Andrew Spaulding
Jessie Lynn Super

Christopher Page Tidd
Paula Lorraine Ulrich
Nicole Marie Veney
Amanda Leigh Wahl

Lyle Keith West
Valerie Lynn Wilkinson
Laura Michele Willey

Lindsay Leigh Williams
Samantha Lynn Williams
Lindsay L. Wilson
Adam Nelson Young

Biology

Theresa Louise Abegg
Jane Celeste Abell
Allyse Kathryn Allee
Heather Lee Allen
Ashly Nicole Anderson
Cherie Kristen Andurlakis
Sherronda Marteen Appleberry

Suraj Aryal
Anisa Dawn Bartels
Brent Jeremy Bangall
Allison Jean Bobb
Tallissha Marie Cantsee
Jonathan Edward Canupp
Meghan Marie Chapple
Shannon Renee Chase
St Hyun Cho
William Clay Clark
Kevin M. Cleave
Delina Marie Contreras
Irina S. Cruecanu

Kelli Allison Darby
James W. Davidson
Mollie Elyse Davis
Angelique Red Decatur
Christopher E. DeFelice
Mindre Le Diehl
Alexander Hyun Endres
Erica Dawn Fletcher
Diane Lee Gentry
Constance Ann Gorden
Gregg A. Graham

Miyoko Stephanie Green
Hindie Rene Grubbs

Travis Michael Hall
Teri Nicole Hanlon

Mara Lee Harris
Christopher Jeremy Hirsch
Randi Corrine Hugden
Katherine Michelle Hutchings
Layton William Iacobone
Rolando Lee Jackson
Katherine Rebecca Jerde

School of Letters, Arts and Sciences

African and African American Studies
Angela Rose Piercy
Rhonda Tanika Vaughn

Art

Deidre C. Adams
Alfonso R. Arellano
Vanessa Ohlen Aves

Melissa Beth Brock
Reed Elliott Bruenner

Sarah Jean Burke
Heather A.E. Byers

Mirah Elizabeth Clarke-Postle

Colette Amanda Coulter
John A. Dadderio

Stephanie Kate Dimmer

Erin Marie Doyle
Haylee Laura Ebersole
Justin Daniel Eddings
Eva Marie Fatta
Cayce L. Gates
Lucas M. Gordon
Brittany Leigh Gould

Sarah Elaine Grundemann
Britney Anne Hanze
Diane M. Herberg
Alexander S. Hirsch
Dylan Christopher Jones
Agnieszka Ewa Kijak-Bechnak

Lindsay Jean Klein
Paul Franklin Knoll
Candice Rose Knutson
Lauren Elois Lighthale

Sara Marie Magley
Anne Marie Margiela

Melanie Marie Martison
Micah Wayne Mayeslew
Anne C. Mender
Brenna Lynn Metger
Joey Arnold Meyer

Chelsea Margaret Midlaugh
Evan J. Millard
Erin Elizabeth Mulrooney
Michelle Lyon Music
Robert Edward Nachman
Amanda Lynn Friedland
Nelson
Matthew Roland Nelson
Anastasia Louise Rector
Amy Kay Roberts
Riece Salinas
Martin Paul Schneider

Katie Ann Schwegler
Joseph Nino Short

Lauren Ashley Shrivagala
Maria Rose Sorensen
Philip Andrew Spaulding
Jessie Lynn Super

Christopher Page Tidd
Paula Lorraine Ulrich
Nicole Marie Veney
Amanda Leigh Wahl

Lyle Keith West
Valerie Lynn Wilkinson
Laura Michele Willey

Lindsay Leigh Williams
Samantha Lynn Williams
Lindsay L. Wilson
Adam Nelson Young

Biology

Theresa Louise Abegg
Jane Celeste Abell
Allyse Kathryn Allee
Heather Lee Allen
Ashly Nicole Anderson
Cherie Kristen Andurlakis
Sherronda Marteen Appleberry

Suraj Aryal
Anisa Dawn Bartels
Brent Jeremy Bangall
Allison Jean Bobb
Tallissha Marie Cantsee
Jonathan Edward Canupp
Meghan Marie Chapple
Shannon Renee Chase
St Hyun Cho
William Clay Clark
Kevin M. Cleave
Delina Marie Contreras
Irina S. Cruecanu

Kelli Allison Darby
James W. Davidson
Mollie Elyse Davis
Angelique Red Decatur
Christopher E. DeFelice
Mindre Le Diehl
Alexander Hyun Endres
Erica Dawn Fletcher
Diane Lee Gentry
Constance Ann Gorden
Gregg A. Graham

Miyoko Stephanie Green
Hindie Rene Grubbs

Travis Michael Hall
Teri Nicole Hanlon

Mara Lee Harris
Christopher Jeremy Hirsch
Randi Corrine Hugden
Katherine Michelle Hutchings
Layton William Iacobone
Rolando Lee Jackson
Katherine Rebecca Jerde

School of Letters, Arts and Sciences

African and African American Studies
Angela Rose Piercy
Rhonda Tanika Vaughn

Art

Deidre C. Adams
Alfonso R. Arellano
Vanessa Ohlen Aves

Melissa Beth Brock
Reed Elliott Bruenner

Sarah Jean Burke
Heather A.E. Byers

Mirah Elizabeth Clarke-Postle

Colette Amanda Coulter
John A. Dadderio

Stephanie Kate Dimmer

Erin Marie Doyle
Haylee Laura Ebersole
Justin Daniel Eddings
Eva Marie Fatta
Cayce L. Gates
Lucas M. Gordon
Brittany Leigh Gould

Sarah Elaine Grundemann
Britney Anne Hanze
Diane M. Herberg
Alexander S. Hirsch
Dylan Christopher Jones
Agnieszka Ewa Kijak-Bechnak

Lindsay Jean Klein
Paul Franklin Knoll
Candice Rose Knutson
Lauren Elois Lighthale

Sara Marie Magley
Anne Marie Margiela

Melanie Marie Martison
Micah Wayne Mayeslew
Anne C. Mender
Brenna Lynn Metger
Joey Arnold Meyer

Chelsea Margaret Midlaugh
Evan J. Millard
Erin Elizabeth Mulrooney
Michelle Lyon Music
Robert Edward Nachman
Amanda Lynn Friedland
Nelson
Matthew Roland Nelson
Anastasia Louise Rector
Amy Kay Roberts
Riece Salinas
Martin Paul Schneider

Katie Ann Schwegler
Joseph Nino Short

Lauren Ashley Shrivagala
Maria Rose Sorensen
Philip Andrew Spaulding
Jessie Lynn Super

Christopher Page Tidd
Paula Lorraine Ulrich
Nicole Marie Veney
Amanda Leigh Wahl

Lyle Keith West
Valerie Lynn Wilkinson
Laura Michele Willey

Lindsay Leigh Williams
Samantha Lynn Williams
Lindsay L. Wilson
Adam Nelson Young

Biology

Theresa Louise Abegg
Jane Celeste Abell
Allyse Kathryn Allee
Heather Lee Allen
Ashly Nicole Anderson
Cherie Kristen Andurlakis
Sherronda Marteen Appleberry

Suraj Aryal
Anisa Dawn Bartels
Brent Jeremy Bangall
Allison Jean Bobb
Tallissha Marie Cantsee
Jonathan Edward Canupp
Meghan Marie Chapple
Shannon Renee Chase
St Hyun Cho
William Clay Clark
Kevin M. Cleave
Delina Marie Contreras
Irina S. Cruecanu

Kelli Allison Darby
James W. Davidson
Mollie Elyse Davis
Angelique Red Decatur
Christopher E. DeFelice
Mindre Le Diehl
Alexander Hyun Endres
Erica Dawn Fletcher
Diane Lee Gentry
Constance Ann Gorden
Gregg A. Graham

Miyoko Stephanie Green
Hindie Rene Grubbs

Travis Michael Hall
Teri Nicole Hanlon

Mara Lee Harris
Christopher Jeremy Hirsch
Randi Corrine Hugden
Katherine Michelle Hutchings
Layton William Iacobone
Rolando Lee Jackson
Katherine Rebecca Jerde
Graduation Candidates – Spring 2010

Chemistry
Michael Robert Baggett
Sarah Ann Bonsall
Delisa Marie Contreras
Kali Jo Gipson
Teri Nicole Hanlon
Randi Corrine Hegden
Raelynn Elizabeth Kadunc
• Jessica Lee Lagana
Emily Jean Lauer
Kalley Teresa Lehrke
Brandon Matthew Alexander Nelson
Hannah Elizabeth Oliver
• Michael Andrew Oviatt
Ha B. Phan
Jason Forrest Ray
Laura Michelle Sanders
Keli-Jean Smith
• Morgan Lee Thomas
Nia-Illene Travers
• Whitney Amber Whyte
Denise Marie Leimomi Wilkins

Chicana/o Studies
Enrique Castillo
Angelica Maria Juliana Franco
Joseph Aurelio Madera
Erica Padilla
• Paula Lynnette Stieber

Communication Arts and Sciences
Jessica Lynn Altman
• Andrew Charles Andolsek
• Cybele Eugenie Antonow
Jason A. Bahll
Suriyah Anne Kathleen Bahr
• Lisa Marie Babken
Rae Dawn Bean
Richard Taylor Beard
Heather N. Bishop
Erie Christina Brogan
Joshua Michael Brown
Richard F. Brown
Gabrielle Dominique Bryant
• Stephanie Marie Campbell
Charla Michelle Candy
Jennifer Renee Cardona
Timothy Brands Carson
Kyle Joseph Christensen
Gabriel Abram Christus
Maryann James Coleman
Jamie Edell Cotten
Seth William Davis
Anna Jeanette Del Giudice
Karin Rae Eberhart
Lena Marie El-Senussi
Samantha Marie Emerson
Amy Maurya Erickson
Amy Barbara Falace
Jennifer Louise Fernandez
Rachael Christine Jayaseeli Fisher
Celbice Lee Ford
Thomas Robert Friksen
Desiarae Andrea Garcia
• Cassandra Anne Gess
Chantelle Geyer
Meghan Elizabeth Greene
Kimberly Marie Gunning
Coreta Jean Henry
Dolores LoLa Hernandez
Bonnie Belle Hirsch
• Jessica Nichole Horak
Drew S. Jaynes
Scott James Jensen
Brittany Capri Johnson
• Elisa Anne Johnson
Jan Renee Johnson
Javier Toussaint Johnson
• Keri Ann Jones
Reece T. King
Laura Frances Knopping
James Lee Kruger
Kyle Richard Lee
Brittany Dawn Lombardi
Lindsay Renee Lovato
Robert Brian Louano
Jasmine Natasha Lucas
Casandra Marie Machado
Jamie McClung
John G. Miller
Christopher Joseph Moe
Sarah Elizabeth Meloux
Jamie Burke Moore
Molly Anne Morvay
Shari Daniella Nelson
Thanh Ngoc Nguyen
Chelsea Maylyn Nielsen
Christopher Michael Oliver
Erin Nicole Perry
Troy Austin Rankin
KeAré LaJoi Rhea
Lisa Anne Rihody
Talayia N. Robinson
A. Leigh Rockwood
Angela Kate Roseler
April Romo
Raven Elise Roth
Ashley Elizabeth Rouse
Kathleen Elizabeth Rowan
Danielle Ranee Rowland
Sara Saleh
Jaime Nicole Sarchet
William Alexander Scheer
Stephanie Michelle Seifried
Colin Frederick Seiter
Sarah Elizabeth Shaffer
Shawn Marie Shoarier
• Rochelle Leilani Smolinski
Gary Lee Strieowski
Shane Alan Sullins
• Kara Leigh Sutton
Jennifer Michelle Tamayo
• Elisa Mercedes Varela
Jason Andrew Vollmer
• Jennifer Marie Wagner
Jessica Lauren Waters
Allison Patricia West
Rita Feseha Wold
Shannon Warren Wright
Melissa Celeste Yager

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
David A. Bous
Leandra Ali Cook
Craig Allen Dreiling
• Tracy Jo Emerson
Rebecka M. Hastings
Adam Christopher Haynes
• Brent Austin Jackson
Michael Andrew Jenkins
Christian James Johansen
Eric Edward Kramar
Thomas Charles McKean
Denise Anne Jones McNeill
Kacey Anne Meris
John Leland Melrose
Antoni Desirea Mentaoyo
Jaustin Ainsel Naasal
Johnny Ray Nanex
Richard Lloyd Page
Autumn Marie Diane Phillips
• Benjamin David Pinnell
Philip Tripp Roseboro
Sharon A. Sales
Stephen Lee Santos
Kendra Nicole Schauermann
Robert Christopher Seel
Susanne Megan Silber
• Cheryl Ann Stewart
Benjamin James Strait
Troy Jerel Swiers
Anne Elizabeth Theriault
Jarrett von Griesch
Eric Paul Vonde
Eric Joseph Zeidler

English
Emiliano Benito Acevedo
• Maria Lolita Albino
Stephanie de Almiron
Paul C. Baker
• Victoria Rae Beal
• Kari Michelle Beaurais
• Kindra Elizabeth Beaus
• Anna Lynn Branton
Ryan Howard Bretch
Stefanie Marie Brinter
Cassandra Jeanne Bucio
Bridgeitte Nicholle Burgess
• Darren Mario Capalang
Liam Douglas Clarke
Amy Jo Clements
Sarah Jean Crosby
Jordan Herpes Doll
Shea Ashley Eden
• Chelsea Kihn Emmelhainz
• Kathleen Marie Fullerton
• Amber Lynn Garcia
Sarah JoAnna Giddens-
DeToy
Gabriel Franklin Gomez
Alissa M. Gourley
Rebecca Elizabeth Graham
Sarah Louise Grant
• Christopher Graham Hard
Melissa Ann Hawthorne
Heidi Lynn Hobson
• Zachary Daniel Hollow
• Sarah Alice Holzer
• Laura Jeanne Iacino
Scott James Jensen
• Jennifer Louise Kraai
• Elyssa Ingrid Lewis
Matthew James Lyons
• Megan Marie Mann
• Michelle Martineau
Sandra Rae Meshk
• Alisha Deone Munson
• Ashley Kristine Brown
Richard F. Brown
Johnny Tuan Thach Anh Bui
Stephanie Marie Bullen
Sonia Burns
• Michael Vincent Cavalieri
Johannah Edward Chol
Gregory S. Chicas
Travis Michael Combs
John Comfort III
Kraig Ryan Corbin
Caletta Amanda Coulter
Sarah Jean Crosby
David Michael Cuomo
Kenneth Wayne Dailey
Kate Michelle Dechant
Alexis Korinne DeCook
Marguerite Vorys Dethman
• Jill Christine Dreier
Joshua Paul Durlan
Andrew James Gallegos
Gichuru G. Gichuru
Mandi Gail Giezemann
• Morgan Lee Gomer
Rebecca Elizabeth Graham

History
Judi Leigh Anaya
Mariam Rebekah Agsag
Raymond Munsir Azab
Jessica Rae Bell
Gwendelyn O. Betty
• Levi Scott Boggess
Christopher David Brockman
Heather Kristine Brown
Richard F. Brown
Johnny Tuan Thach Anh Bui
Stephanie Marie Bullen
Sonia Burns
• Michael Vincent Cavalieri
Johannah Edward Chol
Gregory S. Chicas
Travis Michael Combs
John Comfort III
Kraig Ryan Corbin
Caletta Amanda Coulter
Sarah Jean Crosby
David Michael Cuomo
Kenneth Wayne Dailey
Kate Michelle Dechant
Alexis Korinne DeCook
Marguerite Vorys Dethman
• Jill Christine Dreier
Joshua Paul Durlan
Andrew James Gallegos
Gichuru G. Gichuru
Mandi Gail Giezemann
• Morgan Lee Gomer
Rebecca Elizabeth Graham
Graduation Candidates – Spring 2010

Chemistry
Michael Robert Baggett
Sarah Ann Bonsall
Delisa Marie Contreras
Kali Jo Gilp
Teri Nicole Hanlon
Randi Corrine Hegden
Raelynn Elizabeth Kaduce
Jessica Lee Lagana
Emily Jean Lauer
Kalley Teresa Lehke
Brandon Matthew Alexander Nelson
Hannah Elizabeth Oliver
Michael Andrew Oviatt
Ha B. Phan
Jason Forrest Ray
Laura Michelle Sanders
Kell-Jean Smith
Morgan Lee Thomas
Nia-Illene Travers
Whitney Amber Whyte
Denise Marie Leimoni Wilkins

Chicana/o Studies
Enrique Castillo
Angelica Maria Juliana Franco
Joseph Aurelio Madera
Erica Pavilla
Paula Lynnette Stieber

Communication Arts and Sciences
Jessica Lynn Altman
Andrew Charles Andolsek
Cybele Eugenie Antonow
Jason A. Bahl
Saribah Anne Kathleen Bahr
Lisa Marie Balken
Rae Dawn Bean
Richard Taylor Beard
Heather N. Bishop
Erin Christina Brogan
Joshua Michael Brown
Richard F. Brown
Gabrielle Dominique Bryant
Stephanie Marie Campbell
Charla Michelle Candy
Jennifer Renee Cardona
Timothy Brands Carson
Kyle Joseph Christensen
Gabriel Abram Christiansen
Maryann James Coleman
Jamie Edell Cotten
Seth William Davis
Anna Jeanette Del Giudice
Karlin Rae Eberhart
 Lena Marie El-Senussi
Samantha Marie Emerson
Amy Maurya Erickson
Amy Barbara Falace
Jennifer Louise Fernandez
Rachael Christine Jayaseeli Fisher
Celbie Lee Ford
Thomas Robert Frilken
Desiara Andrea Garcia
Cassandra Anne Hess
Chantelle Geyer
Meghan Elizabeth Greene
Kimberly Marie Gunning
Cori Lynn Gutierrez
Matthew Charles Gypin
Jessica Carver Hankins
Rachel Kelly Hansen
Jennifer Jo Hurt
Andrew John Hassett
Coretta Jean Henry
Dolores “LoLa” Hernandez
Bonnie Belle Hirsch
Jessica Nichole Horak
Drew S. Jaynes
Scott James Jensen
Brittany Capri Johnson
Elisa Anne Johnson
Jan Renee Johnson
Javier Toussaint Johnson
Keri Ann Jones
Reece T. King
Laura Frances Knopping
James Lee Kruger
Kyle Richard Lee
Brittany Dawn Lombardi
Lindsay Renee Lovato
Robert Brian Lorano
Jasmine Natasha Lucas
Casandra Marie Machado
Jamie McChung
John G. Miller
Christopher Joseph Moe
Sarah Elizabeth Molinueux
Jamie Burke Moore
Molly Anna Morvey
Shari Danielle Nelson
Thanh Ngoc Nguyen
Chelsea Malayn Nielsen
Christopher Michael Oliver
Eric Nicole Perry
Troy Austin Rankin
KeAnd LaJoi Rhea
Lisa Anne Rihody
Talayia N. Robinson
A. Leigh Rockwood
Angela Kate Roesler
April Romo
Raven Elise Roth
Ashley Elizabeth Rouse
Kathleen Elizabeth Rowan
Danielle Ranee Rowland
Sara Saleh
Jaime Nicole Sarchet
William Alexander Scheer
Stephanie Michelle Selfried
Colin Frederick Seiter
Sarah Elizabeth Shaffer
Shawna Marie Shearer
Rochelle Leilani Smolinski
Gary Lee Streiwi
Shane Alan Sullins
Kara Leigh Sutton
Jennifer Michelle Tamayo
Elisa Mercedes Varela
Jason Andrew Vollmer
Jennifer Marie Wagner
Jessica Lauren Waters
Allison Patricia West
Rita Feseha Wold
Shannon Warren Wright
Melissa Celeste Yager

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
David A. Boss
Leandra Alfa Cook
Craig Allen Drilling
Tracy Jo Emerson
Rebecca M. Hastings
Adam Christopher Haynes
Brent Austin Jackson
Michael Andrew Jenkins
Christian James Johansen
Eric Edward Kramar
Thomas Charles McKeen
Denise Anne Jones McNeill
Kacey Anne Meis
John Leland Melrose
Antoni Desirea Montoya
Jan Austin Nansel
Johnny Ray Nunez
Richard Lloyd Page
Autumn Marie Diane Phillips
Benjamin David Pinnell
Philip Tripp Roseboro
Sharon A. Sales
Stephen Lee Santos
Kendra Nicole Schauermann
Robert Christopher Seel
Susanne Megan Silber
Cheryl Ann Stewart
Benjamin James Strait
Troy Jerel Swiers
Anne Elizabeth Theriault
Jarrett von Cziesch
Eric Paul Vonde
Eric Joseph Zeihler

English
Emiliano Benito Acevedo
María Lolita Albino
Stephen D. Aldrich
Paul C. Baxter
Jessica Rae Beahm
Kari Michelle Beaucous
Kindra Elizabeth Beuch
Anna Lynn Branton
Ryan Howard Bresch
Stefanie Marie Brunening
Cassandra Jeanne Bucico
Bridge Nicole Burgess
Darren Mario Capalong
Liam Douglas Clarke
Amy Jo Clements
Sarah Jean Crosby
Jordan Herres Doll
Shea Ashley Eden
Chelsey Kihn Emmelhainz
Kathleen Marie Fullerton
Amber Lynn Garcia
Sarah Joanna Giddens-DeToy
Gabriel Franklin Gomez
Alissa M. Gourley
Rebecca Elizabeth Graham
Sarah Louise Grant
Christopher Graham Hardy
Melissa Ann Hawthorne
Heidi Lynn Hobson
Zachary Daniel Holfen
Sarah Alice Holzer
Laura Jeanne Iacino
Scott James Jensen
Jennifer Louise Kraai
Elyssa Ingrid Lewis
Matthew James Lyons
Megan Marie Mann
Michelle Martineau
Sandra Rae Misek
Alisha Deone Munson
Ashley Kristine Nichols
Brian Douglas Nichols
Daniece P. Oliver

History
Judi Leigh Anaya
Mariam Rebekah Asgari
Raymond Munir Azab
Jessica Rae Bell
Gwendelyn O. Betty
Levi Scott Boggess
Christopher David Brockman
Heather Kristine Brown
Richard F. Brown
Johnny Tuan Thach Anh Bui
Stephanie Marie Bullen
Sonia Burns
Michael Vincent Cavalieri
Johannaht Edwad Chol
Gregory S. Chicas
Travis Michael Combs
John Comfort III
Kraig Ryan Corbin
Calette Amanda Coulter
Sarah Jean Crosby
David Michael Cuomo
Kenneth Wayne Dailey
Kate Michelle Dechant
Alexis Korinne DeCook
Marguerite Vorys Dethman
Jill Christine Dreier
Joshua Paul Duran
Andrew James Gallegos
Gichuru G. Gichuru
Mandi Gail Giezentanner
Lori Anne Graham

Angela Nicole Penner
Kerry Ann Poppe
Eliah Brent Pulipher
John David Reynolds
Tiffany Jane Schaab
Ashley Nicole Scicluna
Jesse Anne Sneulin
Kristopher Adam Speirs
Rachel Cynthia St. Clair
Britton Alexandra Thompson
Rhonda Tanika Vaughn
Allison Ashley Ward
Jeff Marcus Wheeler
Jessica Leigh Young
Rachel Michelle Zamboros
Carly A. Zapata
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Daniel Henry Hansen
Joseph B. Hanson
Brittany Lynn Henderson
Lancealot Justin Hodges
Trevor James Howard
Logan Andrew Huling
Tyler Jenkins
Paul Michael Johnson
Layla Betty Kearns
Mark Thomas Langill
Jameen Andrea Lard
Michael Jay Lewis
Matthew James Littrell
Benjamin Palmer Macdonald
Elizabeth Anne Michel
Kyle Landon Millyard
Jay Christopher Murray
Janell Florence Myers
Danielle Lauren Otteson
Jacquelyn Amy Pachan
Nordya Gayle Palai
Ethan Andrew Raath
Erica Nicole Reeves
Clay Patrick Rogers
Laura J. Romine
Kyle Matthew Rulli
Brittany Wanda-Ann Scriftfield
David Christopher Shaw
Santiago Benito Sisneros
Richard Patrick August
Stevens
Nicholas Coler Stone
Michael Kevin Totten
Allyson Rene Towe
Joey M. Tota

Bryce Anthony Melaragno
Stephanie Suzanne Long
Jennifer Kathleen Grotpeter
Victoria Jean Gentry
Anthony Santino Fortunato
Jennifer Lynne Baker
Monica Elaine Berzins
Sean Michael Davis
Anthony Santino Fortunato
Victoria Jean Gentry
Jennifer Kathleen Groatper
Roger Alan Hale
Mary Kay Ives
Joshua Milton Jackson
Saharina Nicole Kirkwood
Stephanie Suzanne Long
Bryce Andrew Melaragno
John David Samuelson
Dean Everett Swedberg

Mathematical and Computer Sciences
Ramiro A. Arela
Clayton Alan Bailey
Elizabeth Anne Beuter
Benjamin Christopher Cooper

Modern Languages
Pearl Rae Blanchard
Verdan Bradaric

Bridget Elaine Baun
Denise Marie Crouchskahn
Shara Lea Smith Davis
Brittany Ariana DeLaCruz
Alexandra Mihaela Dumitru
Marie C. Faine-Czarniecki
Lori Marie Fisher
Mardree Colleen Goodwin
Jacqueline Alice Jones
Meghan Danielle Knight
Andrew Charles Koishi
Melissa Eileen McCormick

Musical and Computer Sciences
Cade Allen DeNazarro Aker
Kyle David Bui
Antonio Miguel Carne
Nina C. Carter
Patricia Craven
Heather Lynn Daly
Sean Patrick Doherty
Deborah Ann Erickson
Rachel Christine Jayaseeli
Kyle Corovode Frazer
Lisha Danielle Gallegos
Laura Ann Gehlich
Koren M. Henson
Jennifer Leigh Hibbard
Jeremy David Hymes-Balbey
Eren Lani Jarvis
Daniel Lee Jensen
Carah Killian
Rebecca Annette Maloney
Louisa Natasha Cassandra Manadastas
Daniel Wayne Manning
Andrea Maxine Moore
Darren Todd Moreland
Bridge Michael O'Connor
Kelly Rehan Peppard
John George Peros
H.D. Phillips II
Nikki Lee Pieroni
Willie Antonio Robinson
Joseph Albert Rogers
Teresa Kathleen Schroeder
Emily Ann Shoemaker
Julie Ann Slater
Mary Karis Sneve-Johnson
John Daniel Stacy
Sherill Sullivan
Beatriz Szremi
Masayuki Takahashi
Kelli Ann Watenpaugh
Jessica Eastin Webb

Individualized Degree Program
Mohammad Esmaeili
Andra Kelly Ferrara
Zoe Ellen Gagnon
Nathan Allan Haas
Laura Ann Hassett
Kathleen Elizabeth Haus
Jesse Leyden Hill
Jill Laura Johnson
Tamara Leigh Knox
Jason Edward Kriemancik
Rachelle B. Lobato
Jonathan Frank Mercereau
Aaron Joseph Minard
Kenneth Imre molcsan, Jr.
Bryan David Mollyenkopf
Kristal Ann Palmer
Shaun Robert Parker
Marco Antonio Peinardo
Robinson MacMurray Phillips
Jason Forrest Ray
Darlene Dawn Ruben
Joseph Lawrence Shaffer
Jason Aaron Shapiro
George Jia Shen
Kendall Soutkovic
Heath L. Volmer
Brandon Marcus Webster
Barbara Jean Wills
Christopher George Winkler
San Shuo Wong
Workissa Abayyoo Wube
Vincent Steven Yates

Dawn Bernadette O'Connor
Hannah Elizabeth Oliver
Dennis Keith Olson
Jody Kay O'Neill
Thérèse-Marie O'Sullivan
Erica Padilla
Shaun Burette Pannell
Oscar Ricardo Luna Peralta
Nathaniel David Roberts
Cesar Sanchez
Gary Edward Shannon
David Christopher Shaw
Danielle Ashley Simpson

Philosophy
Carrie Anne Cundiff-Cardell
Michael Gary Dundie
Rebecca Annette Maloney
Jennifer Elizabeth Marr
Katherine M. Parker
Robinson MacMurray Phillips
Alyssa Lauren Prunese
Phillip James Ricks
Jennifer Lynn Stuve

Dawn Bernadette O'Connor
Hannah Elizabeth Oliver
Dennis Keith Olson
Jody Kay O'Neill
Thérèse-Marie O'Sullivan
Erica Padilla
Shaun Burette Pannell
Oscar Ricardo Luna Peralta
Nathaniel David Roberts
Cesar Sanchez
Gary Edward Shannon
David Christopher Shaw
Danielle Ashley Simpson

Physics
Christopher Sean Glenn
Robert Alexander Klados
Thomas Alexander Payetta
Vincent Steven Yates

Dawn Bernadette O'Connor
Hannah Elizabeth Oliver
Dennis Keith Olson
Jody Kay O'Neill
Thérèse-Marie O'Sullivan
Erica Padilla
Shaun Burette Pannell
Oscar Ricardo Luna Peralta
Nathaniel David Roberts
Cesar Sanchez
Gary Edward Shannon
David Christopher Shaw
Danielle Ashley Simpson

Political Science
Joseph Louis Amidei
William Rudolph Andr
Raymond Monir Arab
Stephanie Blanco
Preston Lee Blevins
Jimme Dean Brealey
Stanford Travis Brown
Stephanie Marie Bulleen
Anna-Laura C.
Jessaamyn Lynn Colvard
John Comfort III

Christopher Wesley Cullens
Jason Wayne Davis
Samuel C. Davis
Quincy Jamaal DeVille
Stephanie Michelle Diehl-Melendez
Nicholas William Dowd
John-Francis Emmanuel Frias
Daniel John Harkins
Kathleen Marie Hawkins
Kalle LaVerne Higginson
Jean Ann Hollowell
Annie Louise Hurst
John Burdeau Kelty
Jessica Jasmine Kenick
Brittany A. Larson
Scott Thomas Lewandowski
Juanis Kang D' Lual
Natale Manuntseva
Alexis Megan Marsh
Daniel James McCarthy
Neagan Anne Marris
Garrett Thomas Moylan
Chelsea Malyn Nielsen
Eric Andrew Norberg
Sean Thomas O'Hara
Abolade Ezekiel Olugbogbe
Mario Cappuccio Ortiz
Brandon Robert Peterson
Scott Ryan Phillips

Gamma Cum Laude
Magna Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Honors Program
Teacher Licensure

©
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Individualized Degree Program
Cade Allen DeNuzzario-Akers
Kyle David Bispo
Antonio Miguel Carnes
Nina L. Carter
Paricia Craven
Heather Lynn Daly
Sean Patrick Doherty
Deborah Ann Erickson
Rachel Christine Jayaseeli
Fisher
Kyle Covode Frazer
Lisha Danielle Gallegos
Laura Ann Gehlich
Koren M. Henson
Jennifer Leigh Hibbard
Jeremy David Hymes-Baldey
Erlan Lani Jarvis
Daniel Lee Jensen
Carah Killian
Rebecca Annette Maloney
Louisa Natasha Cassandra Mandastas
Daniel Wayne Manning
Andrea Maxine Moore
Darren Todd Moreland
Bridge Michael O’Connor
Kelly Rehane Peppard
John George Pero
H.D. Phillips II
Nikki Lee Pieroni
Willie Antonio Robinson
Joseph Albert Rogers
Teresa Kathleen Schroeder
Emily Ann Shoemaker
Julie Ann Slater
Mary Karis Sneve-Johnson
John Daniel Stacy
Sherill Sullivan
Beatrix Szremski
Masayuki Takahashi
Kellie Ann Watenpaugh
Jessica Eastin Webb

Mathematical and Computer Sciences
Ramiro A. Areinvar-Ruelas
Clayton Alan Bailey
Elizabeth Ann Beutler
Benjamin Christopher Cooper
Mohammad Esmaeili
Andra Kelly Ferrara
Zoe Ellen Gagnon
Nathan Allan Haas
Laura Ann Hassett
Kathleen Elizabeth Haus
Jesse Leyden Hill
Jill Laura Johnson
Tamarra Leigh Knox
Jason Edward Kriemanick
Rachelle B. Lobato
Jonathan Frank Mercereau
Aaron Joseph Minard
Kenneth Imre Molcsan, Jr.
Bryan David Mollenkopf
Krysta Ann Palmer
Shawn Robert Parker
Marco Antonio Peinardo
Robinson MacMurray Phillips
Jason Forrest Ray
Darlene Dawn Ruben
Josephine Lawrence Shafer
Jason Aaron Shapiro
George Jia Shen
Kendall Southwick
Heath L. Volmer
Brandon Marcus Webster
Barbara Jean Wills
Christopher George Winkler
San Shou Wong
Workissa Abayyoo Wube
Vincent Steven Yates

Modern Languages
Pearl Rae Blanchard
Vedran Bradaric
Bridge Elaine Beaun
Denise Marie Cruickshank
Shara Lea Smith Davis
Brittany Ariana DeLaCruz
Alexandra Mihaela Dumitru
Marie C. Faine-Czarniceki
Lori Marie Fisher
Mardic Colten Goodwin
Jacqueline Alice Jones
Meghan Danielle Knight
Andrew Charles Kohli
Melissa Eileen McCormick
Steven Aaron Miller

Music
Jennifer Lynne Baker
Monica Elaine Berzins
Sean Michael Davis
Anthony Santino Fortunato
Victoria Jean Gentry
Jennifer Kathleen Grotpeker
Roger Alan Hale
James Karleton Halladay
Mary Kay Ives
Joshua Milton Jackson
Sabrina Nicole Kirkwood
Stephanie Suzanne Long
Bryce Andrew Melaragno
John David Samuelson
Dean Everett Swedberg
Philosophy
Carrie Anne Cundiff-Cardell
Michael Gary Dunden
Rebecca Annette Maloney
Jennifer Elizabeth Marra
Katherine M. Parker
Robinson MacMurray Phillips
Alyssa Lauren Pruneau
Phillip-James Ricks
Jennifer Lynn Steue

Physics
Christopher Sean Glenn
Robert Alexander Klados
Thomas Alexander Payetta
Vincent Steven Yates

Political Science
Joseph Louis Amidel
William Rudolph Andreas
Raymond Munir Arsal
Stephanie Blanco
Preston Lee Blevins
Jimmie Dean Brealey
Stanford Travis Brown
Stephanie Marie Bullen
Anna-Laura C.
Jessamy Lynn Colvard
John Comfort III

Daniel Henry Hansen
Joseph B. Hanson
Brittany Lynn Henderson
Lancecoat Justin Hodges
Trevor James Howard
Logan Andrew Huling

Tyler Jenkins
Paul Michael Johnson
Layla Betty Kearns
Mark Thomas Langill
Jannen Andrea Lard
Michael Jay Lewis
Matthew James Littrell
Benjamin Palmer Macdonald
Elizabeth Anne Michel
Kyle Landon Milyard
Jay Christopher Murray

Summa Cum Laude
Nickolas Alan Zimmerle
Kevin Timothy Young
Richard Joseph Wilda
Carrie Alissa Wild
Clay Stewart White
Jeffery Paul Westendorf
Warr Cameron Timothy Richard
Warr
Michael Edward Weingartner
Jeffery Paul Westendorf

Clay Stewart White

Carrie Alissa Wild
Richard Joseph Wilda
Kevin Timothy Young
Nickolas Alan Zimmerle

Magna Cum Laude
Nicolai William Dowd
John Francis Emmanuel Fries
Daniel John Harkins
Kathleen Marie Hawkins
Kalie LeVerne Higgenson
Jean Ann Hollowell
Annie Louise Hurst
John Burdeau Kelty
Jessica Jasmine Kenick
Brittany A. Larson
Scott Thomas Lewandowski
Juanis Kang D Lual
Natala Manuntsева
Alexis Megan Marsh
Daniel James McCarthy
Navag Anne Maris
Garrett Thomas Moyal
Chelsea Malyn Nielsen
Eric Andrew Norberg
Sean Thomas O’Hara
Abolade Ezekiel Olagoke
Mario Cappuccio Ortiz
Brandon Robert Peterson
Scott Ryan Phillips

Dean Everett Swedberg
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Sarah Beth Putnam
Christopher Radden
Joseph Daniel Reinis
Celia Reyes-Martinez
Kyle Matthew Rulli
Jacinda Michelle Santora
Sandy Jared Stapp
David William Strungis
Anthony Patrick Surace
Tahitia Nicole Tobin
Wendy Renee VanArloy
Matthew Edward Walker
Michael Edward Weingartner

Psychology
Megan Be Agy
Michelle A. Anderson
Sergio Manuel Andrade
Sahar Marie Arjomandi
Rebecca Danielle Armbrout
Nicholas Jeremiah Arnold
Leanne Nora Baker
Michelle Leah Beckman
April Catherine Beecher
Lachelle E. Bell
Jennifer Cathron Bernosky
Stephen Christopher Bertles
John Richard Bluntschi
Natalie Michelle Bradford
Angela Marie Brath
Julia Renee Brum
Alycia Marie Bresina

Breana Kristine Hansen
Kayla Daniellle Henry
Amy Elizabeth Higgs
Laura Louise Hult
Marina Rose Jucefryz
Erin Elizabeth Karla
Jennifer Lee Kieler
Sarah Michelle Kintale
Karena Kristine Kochan
Jami Leigh Kocik
Andrea Alexander Koyama
Jennifer Kuewlowsicz
Justin Daniel Lajoie
Patrick Joseph Laughlin
Brittany Lee LeMoine
Nicole Ann Lovern
Olivia Louise Luna
Jasmine Marie Martin
Virginia G. McAllister
Toni Desha McCormack
Layla Renee Sylvester
Tod Michael Taylor
Kaitlin Kelly Then
Amy Kay Thibodeaux
Allison Beth Thomas
Abbey Lynn Thorfinnson
April Dawn Thorpe
Gwenolyn Starr Toppich
Jane Elizabeth Trahan
Gloria R. Valdez
Amy Michelle Watkins
Kayleigh Alissa Wellers
Salena Marie Williams
Shannon F. Williams
Katherine M. Wimmel
Rachel Ann Parker
Sheena Rae Polk

Wendy Daniellel Pons
Kyela Merete Raben
Catherine Christina Reum
Ashley Elizabeth Rembæk
Jacqueline Rachel Rovinsky
Chelsea Michelle Rutter
Tiffany Ashley Sanchez
Kimberly Alyse Sanders
 Cecilie Marie Sargent
Megan Kristal Shaw
Christine Lorraine Silk
Aaron Michael Sleen
Ashleigh Kane Smith
Rebecca Rachel Smith
Jill L. Sorensen
Elizabeth Anne Sparhawk
Letisha R. Steele
Kristin Micaela Strouse
Catherine Sullivan
Layla Renee Sylvester
Todd Michael Taylor
Kaitlin Kelly Then
Amy Kay Thibodeaux
Allison Beth Thomas
Abbey Lynn Thorfinnson
April Dawn Thorpe
Gwenolyn Starr Toppich
Jane Elizabeth Trahan
Gloria R. Valdez
Amy Michelle Watkins
Kayleigh Alissa Wellers
Salena Marie Williams
Shannon F. Williams
Katherine M. Wimmel
Rachel Ann Parker
Sheena Rae Polk

Psychology
Kiri Ann Burns
Audrey Adelle Camp
Taryn Fe Campbell
Melissa Renee Carrillo
Nicole Breann Cito
Brandon Scott Cowan
Margaux Kay Cummings
Brittany Anne Daddato
Dawn Elizabeth Darnell
Lara Ann Day
Nicole Rachelle Depew
Jody Elizabeth DeWolf
Stacie Marie Dougherty
Michelle Rae Eaton
Keri Anne Eckert
Sarah Rose Eisenbud
Sarah Marie Erickson
Danielle E. Ernst
Carla Esquivel-Melendez
Rachel Whitney Everhart
Leslie Kayaylor
Brian Patrick Fellman
Jessica Lynne Fisher
Lindsey Nicole Gerstner
Lee Golf
Rebecca R. Goffe
Whitney Rhealane Gollach
Leah Rose Gonner
Sean David Greenfield
Audrey Elizabeth Guns
Jenae Kaleon Hallman
Rosellen Louise Hamilton

Sociology, Anthropology and Behavioral Science
Kenia Margarette Abyerta
Tina Marie Aggers
Shugufa Aklari
Alyssa Marie Anglos
Heidi Lynn Arnold
Scott Thomas Arthur
Jennifer Lynn Haynes
Matthew Allen Henshaw
Jennifer Lynn Haynes
Afton LeeAnn Daitis
Julianne Therese Daley
Nancie Jeanette Dauqino
Cassandra N. Davis
Jeremy Michael DeBoer
Danielle Nicole Douse
Neal Lewis Duemke
Casey Tillman Duncan
Maureen Eileen Eaton
Peggiedo Elle Dzirone
Danielle Rae Emery
Alicia Lynne Erickson
Angela Marie Foley
Nant Jean Fox
Thomas Robert Fricklen
Peggy M. Fromme
Belinda Marie Garcia
Allyson D. Geist
Rachel Erin Geller
Chad Johnathan Goochsey
Sara Maria Graupner
Jessica Ann Hargoud
Sarah Cailey Hanson
Jessica Ranae Hardwicke
Amanda Jean Hasting
Jennifer Lynn Haynes
Matthew Allen Henshaw
Scott A. Herder
Tracy Anne Hickman
Jessica Nichole Horak
Roxyanne Marie Hoshide
Sheila Nicole Hughes
Michael Thomas Jaramillo, Jr.
Kevin Michael Jenkins
Johann Graham Johnson
Sherry Elaine Jones

Ambrosia Alexandria Aragon
Jennifer Marian Calgon
Amber Venas Delgado
Patrice Epps
Phyllis Janice Freeman
Jordan Mary Elizabeth Glaude
Jennifer Lynn Grauberry
Julie Amanda Harris
Melissa Lee Hogan
Macy Christine Jackson
June Frances Jaure
Leslie K. Johnson
Julia Elizabeth Jones
Ryan Joseph Knuth
Tammy Melissa Lara
Melissa Ann McDonald-Werta
Bailey K. McGuinness
Angel L. Madina
Bryan Edward Milner
Glenda I. Moore
Stepfanie Rae Morning
Naomi Nicole Moreow
Perla Murillo
Annie Ngo La Meuta
Teresa Suzanne Nielsen
Sean Patrick O’Brien
Cherée Michelle Oslund
Sharon Waddington Pauley
Amanda Elizabeth Pedrow
Audra L. Perez
Jason James Perkins
Elizabeth Larsen Perry
Amanda Grace Purvis
Allison Nicole Riley
Jennifer Renee Romero
Jessica Ashley Shaddock
Lauren Elizabeth Snyder
Tiffany Monique Stewart
Nicole Rikki Swan
Miyoko Cherise Taylor
Leah Marie Teglovic
Melissa Aileen Tennant
Nicole B. Valader
Chelsea Marie Vandegriff
Jessica L. Wegener
Bernadette Nicole White

Sociology, Anthropology and Behavioral Science
Kenia Margarette Abyerta
Tina Marie Aggers
Shugufa Aklari
Alyssa Marie Anglos
Heidi Lynn Arnold
Scott Thomas Arthur
Jennifer Lynn Haynes
Matthew Allen Henshaw
Scott A. Herder
Tracy Anne Hickman
Jessica Nichole Horak
Roxyanne Marie Hoshide
Sheila Nicole Hughes
Michael Thomas Jaramillo, Jr.
Kevin Michael Jenkins
Johann Graham Johnson
Sherry Elaine Jones
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Sarah Beth Putnam
Christopher Radden
Joseph Daniel Reinis
Celia Reyes-Martinez
Kyle Matthew Rulli
Jacinda Michelle Santora
Sandy Jared Stapp
David William Strungis
Anthony Patrick Surace
Tabitha Nicole Tobias
Wendy Renee VanArroy
Matthew Edward Walker
Michael Edward Weingartner

Psychology
Megan Be Agy
Michele A. Anderson
Sergio Manuel Andrade
Sahar Marie Arjomandi
Rebecca Danielle Armentrout
Nicholas Jeremiah Arnold
Leanne Nora Baker
Michelle Leah Beckman
April Catherine Beecher
Lachelle E. Bell
Jennifer Cathron Bernosky
Stephen Christopher Berltes
John Richard Blattschi
Natalie Michelle Bradford
Angela Marie Brath
Julia Renee Beuam
Alycia Marie Bresina
Kiri Ann Burns
Audrey Adelle Camp
Taryn Fe Campbell
Melissa Rene Carrillo
Nico Breann Cito
Brandon Scott Cowan
Margaux Kay Cummings
Brittany Anne Daddato
Dawn Elizabeth Darnell
Laura Ann Day
Nicole Rachelle Depew
Jody Elizabeth DeWulf
Stacie Marie Dougherty
Michelle Rae Eaton
Keri Ann Eckert
Sarah Rose Eisenbud
Sarah Marie Erickson
Danielle E. Ernst
Carla Esquilin-Melendez
Rachel Whitney Everhart
Lesley Kayaylor
Patrick Brian Fallman
Jessica Lynne Fisher
Lindsey Nicole Gerster
Lee Golf
Rebecca R. Goffe
Whitney Rhealene Gonglach
Leah Rose Gorner
Sean David Greenfield
Audrey Elizabeth Gunn
Jenna Kaleen Hallman
Rosellen Louise Hamilton
Breana Kristine Hansen
Kayla Danielle Henry
Amy Elizabeth Higgs
Laura Louise Hult
Marina Rose Jusefzylk
Erin Elizabeth Karha
Jennifer Lee Kiefer
Andrea Michelle Kirintle
Karena Kristine Kochan
Jamie Leigh Kocot
Amada Christella Koyama
Jennifer Ann Kuelowicz
Justin Daniel Lajoie
Patrick Joseph Laughlin
Brittany Lee LaMone
Nicole Ann Lovaerth
Olivia Louise Luna
Jasmine Marie Martin
Virginia G. McCaflister
Toni Desha McCormack
Layna B. McCrady
Tara Nichole Millar
Sarah Dawne Nanamani
Morehouse
Matthew Joseph Nalty
Elizabeth Grace Nelson
Kensi Latrice Nozie
Megan Marie Nuñes
Shannon D'Laine Oakman
Glenn Harford Oppered
Jennifer Lynn Park
Rachel Ann Parker
Sheena Rae Polk
Wendy Daniellei Pons
Kyela Merete Raben
Catherine Christina Reum
Ashley Elizabeth Rombach
Jacqueline Rachel Rovinsky
Chelsea Michelle Rutter
Tiffany Ashley Sanchez
Kimberly Alyse Sanders
Cecilia Marie Sargent
Megan Kristal Shaw
Christine Lorraine Silk
Aaron Michael Sreen
Ashleigh Kane Smith
Rebecca Rachel Smith
Jill L. Sorensen
Elizabeth Anne Sparhawk
Letisha R. Steele
Kristin Micaela Strouse
Catherine Sullivan
Laya Renee Sylvester
Todd Michael Taylor
Kaidin Kelly Then
Amy Kay Thibodeaux
Allison Beth Thomas
Avery Lynn Thorfinnson
April Dawn Thorpe
Gwendolyn Starr Tophill
Jane Elizabeth Trahan
Gloria R. Valdez
Amy Michelle Watkins
Kayleigh Alissa Wellers
Salena Marie Williams
Shannon F. Williams
Katherine M. Wimmer
Tyler Woodley
Kalin Marie Worrell
Jeremy R. Yamada

Sociology, Anthropology and Behavioral Science
Kenia Margarett Abyeta
Tina Marie Aggers
Shugua Akbari
Alyssa Marie Angelos
Heidi Lynn Arnold
Scott Thomas Arthur
Jamari Elaine Bateman
Cory R. Benefiel
Robin Callahan Blakeley
Arnold James Blomquist
Michael John Blumenthal
Thomas Robert Borrett
Loreli Marie Bratton
Christina Michelle Brown
Sarah Gabrielle Brown
Desirae R. Bryant
Ryan Joseph Knuth
Tammy Melissa Lara
Melissa Ann McDonald-Werta
Bailey K. McGuinness
Angel L. Madina
Bryan Edward Milner
Glenda I. Moore
Stephennie Rae Morning
Naomi Nicole Morrow
Perla Murillo
Annie Ngoa K. Muteba
Teresa Suzanne Nielsen
Sean Patrick O'Brien
Cherée Michelle Oslund
Sharon Waddington Pauley
Amanda Elizabeth Pedread
Audra L. Perez
Jason James Perkins
Elizabeth Larsen Perry
Amanda Grace Purvis
Allison Nicole Riley
Jennifer Renee Romero
Jessica Ashley Shaddick
Lauren Elizabeth Snyder
Tiffany Monique Stewart
Nicole Rikki Swan
Miyoko Cherise Taylor
Leah Marie Teglovic
Melissa Aileen Tennant
Nicole B. Valadear
Chelsea Marie Vandegriff
Jessica L. Wogenner
Bernadette Nicole White

Social Work
Ambrosia Alexandria Aragon
Jennifer Marian Colgan
Amber Venus Delgado
Patrice Epps
Phyllis Janice Freeman
Jordan Mary Elizabeth Glade
Jennifer Lynn Graebney
Julie Amanda Harrison
Melissa Lee Hogan
Mary Christine Jackson
June Frances Jaure
Leslie K. Johnson
Julia Elizabeth Jones
Patrick Ballard
Audra Marie Bures
Sarah Jean Burg
Claudia Camacho
Melissa Elaine Capobungo
Jaimie Laurie Cliffon
Shane Richard Coalson
Erin Brittany Cooper
Robert Andrew Coulter
Noelle Leigh Craver
Lynnea Nicole Wathed
Crawford
Nicole Michelle Crow
Tori Lynn Crump
Shawn Renee Cusack
Jordan Ashley Daher
Afton LeeAnn Dault
Julian Therese Daley
Janvi Jeannette Daquino
Cassandra N. Davis
Jeremy Michael DeBoer
Danielle Nicole Douse
Neal Lewis Duemke
Casey Tillman Duncan
Maureen Maureen Eaton
PeggieJo Dee Ezinonde
Danielle Rae Emery
Alana Lynne Erickson
Angela Marie Foley
Nancy Joan Fox
Thomas Robert Frikken
Peggy M. Fromme
Belinda Marie Garcia
Allyson D. Geist
Rachel Erin Geller
Chad Johnathan Goohley
Sara Maria Graupner
Jessica Ann Hargood
Sarah Cailey Hanson
Jessica Ranae Hardwicke
Amanda Jean Hasting
Jennifer Lynn Haynes
Matthew Allen Henshaw
Scott A. Huestis
Tracy Anne Hickman
Jessica Nichole Horak
Roxxanne Marie Hoshide
Sheila Nicole Hughes
Michael Thomas Jaramillo, Jr.
Kevin Michael Jenkins
Johann Graham Johnston
Sherry Elaine Jones
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Beth Ann Klein
Mark Thomas Langill
Janeen Andrea Lard
Candice Ann Leeay
Judith Ann Barajas Locchi
Martha Rae Mango
Nathan James Martin
Rachel Anne Marz
Jessica Amber McCutcheon
Matthew Ryan Miller
Shera Michelle Minor
Michelle H. Mirabal
Clinton Michael Mitchell
Tara Morley
Debra A. Moses
Kimberly Marie Murphy
Victoria Marie Nagy
Samantha Dorothy Nisula
Whitney Leigh Palmer
Felicia Blythe Parington
JoAnn Marie Picarelli
Morgan Joyann Post
Adriana Angelica Quintana
Margaret Rose Ragona
Rebecca Ann Redding
Julie Ann Renner
Danielle Rae Richard
Nicholas A. Richie
Albert Rios
Ashley Rose Robinson
Rachel Anne Rochester
Samantha Nicole Saager
Brittney Kathleen Shields
Dorothy Marie Sipres
Lisa Jo Staat
Kayla Nicole Smidt
Cot Dustin Smith
Michelle Lynne Starr
Jason Edward Sutterfield
Wesley Robert Testa
Ellen Marguerite Thompson
Destrea R. Tibaldo
Dani Marie Tryhorn
Ann Louise Turner
James Scott Urie
Linda Stevens Velo
Zondra Tasha Vigil
Rachel Sara Wartes
Joey Lynn Wells
Nicole Lynn White
Angela Joy Wolfe
Peter Zachary Morgan
Chad Harrison Morris
Daniel John Nystrom
Derek Duane Padilla
Christopher Coulson Randels
Dominique Marie Robnett
Christian Alfredo Salvador
Sean Christopher Settle
Skyler Welcott Shaw
Jesse Thomas Stewart
Christopher Daniel Swathwood
Jonathan Greg Thorne
Julia Serene Van Heuvelen
Justin Daniel Van Iwarden
Joshua Michael Vella
Kevin M. Waters
Matthew Mark Wiener
Aliza Wilson-Wheeler
Cori James Witulski
Keesha Renee Acker
Noel Donovan Adolph
Sahrina J. Aragon
Arezo Asifi
Samuel Lee Ayres
Jacob Daniel Barber
Emily Mae Bayless
Nicholle Lynn Beckert
Emilie Rae Boulanger
Peter Mark Bourgeois
Denise Carver, Jr.
Justin Marshall Chaffin
Lake Aaron Christian
Liam Douglas Clarke
Brittany Nicole Clements
Jason Scott Cordova
Thomas Michael Covert, Jr.
Nathaniel Phillip Dommer
Ryan Blake Drittlein
Matthew Allen Fishback
Chelsea Dawn Fytre
Cameron Drew Hallock
Michael James Haman
Jacob Douglas Harkin
Ryan Anthony Holmes
Camron Edward Hofp
Tyler Ray Lucock Hurst
Michael Thomas Jones
Kevin Austin Keith
Daniel McKinley Kolb
Anne Elizabeth Kollar
Zaida Gomez Kuri
Jacquelyn Elaine Mann
Christian Danielle Monson
Michael Moore
Fernando James Guillard II
Mathew Garcia
Fion na Noelen Mejia Gatica
Kendie Michele Halley
Ashley Dawn Harrell
Kari Anne Hirschfield-Sparks
Brian Michael Holm
Ashley Doreen James
Stratis Alex Katsaros
Andrea Michelle Kintzle
Meghan Ann Kirk
Nicholas Albert Koc
Becky Jean Langrehr
Anthony Frederick Luna
Marina Elizabeth Maldonado
Tamara Lou Manship-Canel
Evan William Marks
Mario John Martinez
Nicholas J.R. Martinez
Rebecca Dawn Mays
Rosa Phillips McColm
Sarah Rosalie McKeby
Elizabeth Anne Michel
Brittany Marie Miller
Amanda Jean Navarrete
Danielle Marie O’Hare
Gary Neil Parker
Charles Arthur Phillips
Timothy Andrew Pine
Oly Andre Preston
Bradley Michael Proulx
Leanne D. Rivera
Megan Loann Saber
Stefannie Ellen Sampson
Laura C. Sanchez
Leandra Ann Sands
Timothy David Scanlan
Anthony William Shanklin
Danielle Leslie St. Pierre
Dwayne Ann Steinke
Crystal Lynn Thompson
Matthew Andrews Thornock
Alicia Monique Tucker
J. Evan Venrick
Kimberly Lynn Wallen
Carlos Guillermo Villenford
Joseph Michael Williams
Alexander Thomas Wood
Andrew Douglas Worrell

**School of Professional Studies**

Aviation and Aerospace Science

Spencer Ray Ashley
Anthony James Balderrama-Durbin
Matthew Maytag Beckman
Julie Ann Bodin
Justin Lee Bradford
Jeffrey Michael Brandon
Kevin Christopher Burgess
Breana Ashley Butler
Dennis Carver, Jr.
Justin Marshall Chaffin
Lake Aaron Christian
Liam Douglas Clarke
Brittany Nicole Clements
Jason Scott Cordova
Thomas Michael Covert, Jr.
Nathaniel Phillip Dommer
Ryan Blake Drittlein
Matthew Allen Fishback
Chelsea Dawn Fytre
Cameron Drew Hallock
Michael James Haman
Jacob Douglas Harkin
Ryan Anthony Holmes
Camron Edward Hofp
Tyler Ray Lucock Hurst
Michael Thomas Jones
Kevin Austin Keith
Daniel McKinley Kolb
Anne Elizabeth Kollar
Zaida Gomez Kuri
Jacquelyn Elaine Mann
Christian Danielle Monson
Michael Moore
Fernando James Guillard II
Mathew Garcia
Fion na Noelen Mejia Gatica
Kendie Michele Halley
Ashley Dawn Harrell
Kari Anne Hirschfield-Sparks
Brian Michael Holm
Ashley Doreen James
Stratis Alex Katsaros
Andrea Michelle Kintzle
Meghan Ann Kirk
Nicholas Albert Koc
Becky Jean Langrehr
Anthony Frederick Luna
Marina Elizabeth Maldonado
Tamara Lou Manship-Canel
Evan William Marks
Mario John Martinez
Nicholas J.R. Martinez
Rebecca Dawn Mays
Rosa Phillips McColm
Sarah Rosalie McKeby
Elizabeth Anne Michel
Brittany Marie Miller
Amanda Jean Navarrete
Danielle Marie O’Hare
Gary Neil Parker
Charles Arthur Phillips
Timothy Andrew Pine
Oly Andre Preston
Bradley Michael Proulx
Leanne D. Rivera
Megan Loann Saber
Stefannie Ellen Sampson
Laura C. Sanchez
Leandra Ann Sands
Timothy David Scanlan
Anthony William Shanklin
Danielle Leslie St. Pierre
Dwayne Ann Steinke
Crystal Lynn Thompson
Matthew Andrews Thornock
Alicia Monique Tucker
J. Evan Venrick
Kimberly Lynn Wallen
Carlos Guillermo Villenford
Joseph Michael Williams
Alexander Thomas Wood
Andrew Douglas Worrell

Engineering Technology

Colec Jeanette Bembry
Valarie Marie Branstetter
Robert Dustin Brothers
Nicholas Karl Buie
Alex Y. Chen
Joanna Chmura
Timothy Sean Cooke
Andrew Matthew Cayl
Austin Mclean Davenport
Michael Sutcliffe Dunbar
Robert Elouard Garneau
Quoc Le
Terrance Michael Lopez
David Steven Marker
Derek Kurtis Mitchell
Sylvia Melinda Myhre
Scott R. Phipps
Bryan Charles Price
Jaime Ruiz
Andrew David Schiewesow
Esteban Bartin Sierra
Nathan Christopher Steadman
Gray Christian Walker
Bethanie Lauren Wicks

Health Professions

Jon Carol Abel
Agnes Dedaa Antwi
Courtney Michelle Arellano
Jane Wanjuiru Atkinson
Stefanie Lynne Baldo
Janine Marie Beard
Laura Jean Bregar
Erika Justine Bryant
Sean Michael Colman
Jay Raymond Cose
Molly Anne Doltami
Christelle Ngoziuchukwu Duru
Love Dzakpasu
Katherine Jean Galanagh
Jill Lorraine Gibbens
Brenda Renee Gordon
Aygul Gumerova
Sara Beth Haggstrom
Barbara Jaylene Harrison
L. Andrea Jaramillo
Cecil Paul Kalthoff
Dina Lee Keil
Aaron Michael Kirgan
Wayne Clark Kirmer
Graduation Candidates – Spring 2010

Beth Ann Klein
Mark Thomas Langill
Janean Andrea Lard
Candice Ann Leary
Judith Ann Barajas Lucchi
Martha Rae Mango
Nathan James Martin
Rachel Anne Marx
Jessica Amber McCutcheon
Matthew Ryan Miller
Shara Michelle Minor
Michelle H. Mirabal
Clinton Michael Mitchell
Tara Morley
Debra A. Moses
Kimberly Marie Murphy
Victoria Marie Nagy
Samantha Dorothy Niota
Whitney Leigh Palmer
Felicia Blythe Partington
JoAnn Marie Piccarella
Morgan Joyann Post
Adriana Angelica Quintana
Margaret Rose Ragona
Rebecca Ann Redding
Julie Ann Renner
Danielle Rae Richard
Nicholas A. Richie
Albert Rios
Ashley Rose Robinson
Rachel Anne Rochester
Samantha Nicole Saager
Brittney Kathleen Shields
Dorothy Marie Sipres
Lisa Jo Shott
Kayla Nicole Smith
Col Dustin Smith
Michelle Lynne Starr
Jason Edward Sutterfield
Wesley Robert Testa
Ellen Marguerite Thompson
Destre a. Tilbido
Danni Marie Tryhorn
Ann Louise Turner
James Scott Urie
Linda Stevens Vato
Zondra Tasha Vigil
Rachel Sara Wates
Joey Lynn Wells
Nicole Lynn White
Angela Joy Wolfe
Peter Zachary Morgan
Chad Harrison Morris
Daniel John Nystrom
Derek Duane Padilla
Christopher Coulson Randels
Dominique Marie Robinett
Christian Alfredo Salvador
Sean Christopher Settle
Skyler Wolcott Shaw
Jesse Thomas Stewart
Christopher Daniel Swithwood
Jonathan Greg Thorne
Julia Serene Van Heukelen
Justin Daniel Van Iwarden
Joshua Michael Vella
Kevin M. Waters
Matthew Mark Wiener
Aliza Wilson-Wheeler
Cory James Witsuki

School of Professional Studies

Aviation and Aerospace Science

Spencer Ray Ashley
Anthony James Balderrama-Durbin
Matthew Maytag Beckman
Julie Ann Bodin
Justin Lee Bradford
Jeffrey Michael Brandon
Kevin Christopher Burgess
Breeana Ashley Butler
Dennis Carver, Jr.
Justin Marshall Chaffin
Luke Aaron Christian
Liam Douglas Clarke
Brittany Nicole Clements
Jason Scott Cordova
Thomas Michael Covert, Jr.
Nathaniel Phillip Dommer
Ryan Blake Drittlein
Matthew Allen Fishback
Chelsea Dawn Fry
Cameron Drew Hallcock
Michael James Haman
Jacob Douglas Harkin
Ryan Anthony Holmes
Cameron Edward Hopf
Tyler Ray Lucock Hurst
Michael Thomas Jones
Kevin Austin Keith
Daniel McKinley Kolb
Elizabeth Jean Kollar
Zaida Gomez Kouri
Jacquelyn Elaine Mann
Christian Danielle Mamson
Michael Moore

Criminal Justice and Criminology

Keshia Renee Acker
Noel Donovan Adolph
Sabrina J. Aragon
Arezo Asifi
Samuel Lee Ayres
Jacob Daniel Barber
Emily Mae Bayless
Nicholle Lynn Beckert
Andrew Lee Burgess
Clyde Russell Cairns
Daizy Casillas
Kathy Kendrick Chainouthiph
Sarah Jane Chase
Hashim Tarik Coates
Jennifer Lynn Coulaf
Joshua Kendall Craig
Catherine Claire Crow
Heather Katherine Dalessandri
Michael Leland Deering
Tarryn Fawn Downey
Andrew Haines Dunn
Tara C.J. Erickson
Carlos Escobedo
Kathy Jean Ewton
Whitney Anne Feret
Enrique Fernandez
Fernando James Gaillard II
Matthew Garcia
Fion’na Noeland Mejia Gutica
Kendie Michelle Halley
Ashley Dawn Harrell
Kari Anne Hirschfeld-Sparks
Brian Michael Holm
Ashley Doreen Jones
Stratis Alex Katsaros
Andrea Michelle Kintzile
Meghan Ann Kirk
Nicholas Albert Koc
Becky Jean Langrehr
Anthony Frederick Luna
Marina Elizabeth Malandado
Tamara Lou Manspeaker-Cantrel
 Evan William Marks
Mario John Martinez
Nicholas J.R. Martinez
Rebecca Dawn Myas
Rosa Phillip McColm
Sarah Rosalie McKeby
Elizabeth Anne Michel
Brittany Marie Miller
Amanda Jean Navarrete
Danielle Marie O’Hare
Gary Neil Parker
Charles Arthur Phillips
Timothy Andrew Pine
Oly Andre Preston
Bradley Michael Proulx
Leanne D. Rivera
Megan Loann Saber
Stefannie Ellen Sampson
Laura C. Sanchez
Leandra Ann Sands
Timothy David Scanlan
Anthony William Simonson
Danielle Leslie St. Pierre
Doyle Ann Steinke
Crystal Lynn Thompson
Matthew Andrews Thornock
Alacia Monique Tucker
J. Evan Vennick
Kimberly Lynn Wallen
Carlos Guillermo Wilkendorf
Joseph Michael Williams
Alexander Thomas Wood
Andrew Douglas Worrell

Engineering Technology

Colean Jeanette Bembry
Valarie Marie Branstetter
Robert Dustin Brothers
Nicholas Karl Buikje
Alex Y. Chen
Joanna Chmura
Timothy Sean Cooke
Andrew Matthew Czyl
Austin Michael Davenport
Michael Buttliffe Dunbar
Robert Edouard Garneau
Quoc Le
Terrance Michael Lopez
David Steven Marker
Derek Kurtis Mitchell
Sylvia Melinda Myhre
Scott R. Phipps
Bryan Charles Price
Jaime Ruiz
Andrew David Schwiens
Esteban Barton Sierra
Nathan Christopher Steadman
Gray Christian Walker
Bethania Lauren Wicks

Health Professions

Joni Carol Abel
Agnes Decla Antwi
Courtney Michelle Arellano
Jane Wanjiuru Atkinson
Stefanie Lynne Baldo
Janine Marie Beard
Laura Jean Bregar
Erika Justine Bryant
Sean Michael Colman
Joy Raymond Cono
Molly Anne Dolmani
Chlebelle Nguyenchukwu
Duru
Love Drakapas
Katherine Jeanne Galanbaugh
Jill Lorrainne Giffens
Brenda Renee Gordon
Aygul Gumerova
Sara Beth Haggstrom
Barbara Jaylene Harrison
J. Andrea Jaramillo
Cecil Paul Kahlhoff
Dina Lee Keil
Aaron Michael Kirgan
Wayne Clark Kirmer

Samma Cam Leake
Magna Cum Laude
Cum Laude
Summa Cum Laude
Teacher Licensure
Graduation Candidates – Spring 2010

- Lauren Mary Kordupleski
  - Danielle Renee Kralick
  - Colette Amanda Lundahl
  - Jennifer Joy MacGregor
- Julie Frances Maffetone
  - Rosa Elva McNell
  - Tyler L. Milroy
  - Lauren Ann Mischke
  - Jamie Burke Moore
  - Jamie Renee Mounts
  - Brandy Anne Nelson
  - Loam Bao Nguyen
  - Kimuli Cedric Nteza
  - Dylun Camaso Olmstead
  - Teisha Lou Olson
  - Kebsie Patricia Przechnow
- Sarah Howie Radke
  - Kerry-Anne Rapson
  - Adelita M. Romero
  - Jennifer Sue Schulz
  - Christopher Ryan Shiflett
- Stephanie Lane Soder
  - Regina Kalani Spath
- Regina Topelson
  - Tracy E. Tufano
  - Chris J. Volkman
  - James F. Walsh, Jr.
  - Amanda Rae Welch
  - Alexandria Jade Wibben
  - Richard Lawrence Woodward

Hospitality, Tourism and Events
- Garrett Scott Anderson
  - Amanda Nicole Atencio
  - Mariah Lyn Baker
  - Joshua Dean Barhaug
  - Amanda Lynn Bergscheild
  - Jonathan William Billings
  - Nicole Shallane Bolinger
- McKenzie G. Brink
  - Derek Jon Brown
  - Carolyn E. Campos
  - Rebecca Louise Capolungo
  - Tony Castillo
  - James J. Choi
  - Christopher D. Cooper
  - Jessica Nicole Croke
  - Kristin Ashley Fisher
  - Devie Gena Foster

Human Performance and Sport
- Aaron Andrew Apodaca
  - Emily Ann Askins
  - Daniel Michael Bertsch
  - Tatyana Betina
  - Casey James Brickman
  - Joel David Bunn
  - Aaron Daniel Byram
  - Irene Marie Candelaeria
  - Robert Joseph Claypool
  - Robert Michael Coady
  - Arielle Michelle Coats
  - Marcus Irvin Connor
  - Zachary Aaron Criddlebaugh
  - Amber Eden Cronin
  - Heather Nicole Dorward
  - Ryan Patrick Eccles
  - Katharine Suzanne Eyzekoth
  - Brittany Anne Gnaner
  - Jessica Lynn Gomez
  - Amanda Mary Graebe
  - Steven Christopher Green
  - Trevor Thomas Greene
  - Leah Anne Griffin
  - Michael E. Hanson
  - Natasha Harper
  - Alina Marie Hartfield
  - Matthew Ryan Holmes
  - Adam James Hubert
  - Nichole Lee Jorbin
  - Todd Michael Kack
  - Danielle Elise Kohoe
  - Erin N. Keller
  - Al Jordan Lindafer
  - Joel Wesley Lockhart
  - Daryl Dean Madison III
  - Andrea Natasha Mascarenhas
  - Courtney Sumi Matsuura
  - Melissa P. Miranda
  - Christopher William Moore
  - Courtney Marie Motter
  - Wendy Kathleen Myers
  - Clint William Nagel
  - Corry D. Nale
  - Laurens Elizabeth Pavelich
  - Constance Fay Ramsburg
  - Danielle Portero Reel
  - Sydney Jo Robertson
  - Christine Jo Robinson
  - Kayla Lynn Roehling
  - Cameron Michael Rust
  - Kimberly Marie Rutt
  - Amanda Lee Sanchez
  - Jennifer Kim Schultz
  - Cory Matthew Sims
  - Christina Elizabeth Streif
  - Jennifer Gayle Swanson
  - Alexander James Thiel
  - Jessica Torres
  - Amber Catherine Vidger
  - Toby Jon Wellington
  - Justin Ryan Willis

Human Services
- Kemberly S. Abbott
  - Monica Rose Aragon
  - Jessica Michelle Arps
  - Joseph Louis Brasky
  - Michelle Lynn Fairbanks
  - Elise Brittany Frazier
  - Krissbetra Frances Gilliam
  - Shahrzad A. Graham
  - Bradley Jill Gilley
  - Stephanie Lynnette Hancock
  - Sheila H. Harrell
  - Meghan Elizabeth Hartvigson
  - Emely Rose Petra Hernandez
  - Kendra Dawn Hill
  - Angela Ann Karr
  - Sabrina Dee Kicker
  - Rhiannon Marie Lapier
  - Jennifer Ann Lates
  - Renae Marie McCracken
  - Melissa M. McGuire
  - Angela M. Moran
  - John Charles Morarie
  - Keesley Ryan Morris
  - Kayla Marie New
  - Melissa Joy Meli Reumann
  - Marisol Miguel Rodriguez
  - Kathleen Riedel Santanta
  - Crystal Koob Schierkolk
  - Erin Shank
  - Erin S. Sudmalis
  - Lilly M. Temple
  - Akwame Deon Turner
  - Rosa Maria Villalobos-Diaz
  - Sheri Lynn Waddell
  - Paige A. Wheatley
  - Lindsay Anne Wise

Industrial Design
- Noah Beasley
  - Christopher Becker Collinson
  - Philip George Freiberg
  - Branden H. Fulton
  - Caitlin Jane Kennedy
  - Rachel Theresa Kennedy
  - Jason Robert Mosher
  - Erin Elizabeth Mulrooney
  - Matthew David Partridge
  - Chad Elliot Pringle
  - Ramon Alberto Rondon
  - Derrick Scott Sjodin
  - Ian Nugent Swoboda
  - Alec K. Thomas
  - Wendy Towell
  - Christopher Robert Van Dyken
  - Mark Charles Veljkovich
  - Joshua Robert White
  - Barbara Anne Willett
  - Fabian Leonard Yazzie

Nursing
- Jessica Marie Barela
  - Kimberly Sue Carlson
  - Diana L. Chia
  - Christopher Anthony Costanzo
  - Alicia Marie DeAnda
  - Shellei Marie Elliott
  - Anna John Erickson
  - Shirley Therosa Frederick
  - Stephen Lawrence-John Gossor
  - Philip Carl Hubbard
  - Clint L. Hyatt
  - Amanda Rhea Jernigan
  - Adrionna Lazette Kilpatrick
  - Stephanie Jessica Lee
  - Stacey Marie Leigh
  - Kathleen Ann Lieber
  - Jason Ari Lowrey
  - Heidi Elizabeth Maybach
  - Dolores Derrfive Melius
  - Kerin Maureen Murphy
  - Uzoma Chidi Nduka
  - Rachel Magnus Ngomeu
  - Elizabeth Anne Okin
  - Christoper Orme
  - Shannon M. Orten
  - Brittny Helen Osborne
  - Jennifer Ann Outcalt
  - Emily Patten
  - Amy Marie Perczak
  - Heather Ann Peterson
  - Linda Marie Prewett
  - Adelita Alejandra Saldaña
  - Nicole Erin Sands

Special Education, Early Childhood Reading, and Educational Technology
- Jessica Jo Cheek
  - Tina Marie Dobson
  - Amanda Jean Findell
  - Patricia Marie Kurz
  - Deborah Anne Murray-Close
  - Rachel Grace Ortiz
  - Melissa Lynn Rowold
  - Tiffany Rose Schemer
  - Carrie Marie Spaws
  - Michael Dale Tracy
  - Russell James Tupper
  - Abbie T. Zantelli

Technical Communication and Media Production
- Amy Lynn Hebert Bell
  - Christine Jean Cunningham
  - John A. Daddario
  - Carrie Ellen Gehin
  - Erik Scott Hoy
  - Joshua Thomas Kyle
  - Bethany Kristine Lamer
  - Young Daniel Lee
  - kale Lewis Lewis
  - Daniel John Schneider
  - Steven Lewis Schwedt
  - Heather Marie Sowards
  - Carlos Valsavina-Luna

Cum Laude
- Summa Cum Laude
- Magna Cum Laude
- Honors Program
- Teacher License
Graduation Candidates – Spring 2010

Hospitality, Tourism and Events
- Lauren Mary Kordupleski
- Danielle Renee Kalick
- Colette Amanda Lundahl
- Jennifer Joy MacGregor
- Julie Frances Mattetone
- Rosa Elva McNiel
- Tyler L. Milroy
- Lauren Ann Mischl
- Jamie Burke Moore
- Jamie Renee Mounts
- Brandy Anne Nelson
- Loan Bao Nguyen
- Kimuli Cedric Nteza
- Dylun Camaso Osmstead
- Teisha Lou Olson
- Kelsie Patricia Prochnow
- Sarah Howie Radke
- Kerry-Anne Rapson
- Adelita M. Romero
- Stephanie Elyse Hauschild
- Stephanie Elyse Hauschild
- Julie Ann Rose Herrera
- Steven Michael Hesselhine
- Kyle Addison Horine
- Evan Wells Jones
- Jennifer Marie Kaniecki
- Juliana Kelman
- Beau Allen Kopasz
- Kathleen Joanne Landes
- Michael Dean Law
- Charles Andrew Leach
- Stephen Andrew Mercer
- Kristy Cecilia Murchison
- Shawn Carl Olson
- Mariclaire Katharina Parra
- Jessica E. Peters
- Nathan John Philport
- Ashley A. Ressler
- Carly Jo Rinaldo
- James Lowell Robuck
- Jacqueline Marie Runco
- Ana Maria Saenz
- Parker Ryan Sams
- Elle Kristina Soles
- Stella Elaine Spalding
- Brianna LaRose Spencer
- Melissa Renee Swihart
- Kady Elizabeth Tickle
- Alysha Arlene Villalva
- Reille Elisabeth Wahlem
- Jessica Ann West

Human Performance and Sport
- Aaron Andrew Apodaca
- Emily Ann Baskins
- Daniel Michael Bertsch
- Tatyana Betina
- Casey James Brickman
- Joel David Bunn
- Aaron Daniel Byram
- Irene Marie Candela
- Robert Joseph Claypool
- Robert Michael Coady
- Arielle Michelle Coats
- Marcus Irvin Connor
- Zachary Aaron Criddlebaugh
- Amber Eden Cronin
- Heather Nicole Doward
- Ryan Patrick Eccles
- Katherine Suzanne Ekekeh
- Britany Anne Glazner
- Jessica Lynn Gomez
- Amanda Mary Grace
- Steven Christopher Green
- Trevor Thomas Greene
- Leah Anne Griffin
- Michael E. Hanson
- Noshon Harper
- Alina Marie Hartfield
- Matthew Ryan Holmes
- Adam James Hulbert
- Nichole Lee Jrbin
- Todd Michael Kack
- Danielle Elise Kohoe
- Erin N. Keller
- Al Jordan Lindofer
- Joel Wesley Lockhart
- Daryl Dean Madison III
- Andrea Natasha Mascarenas
- Courtney Sumi Matsurah
- Melissa P. Miranda
- Christopher William Moore
- Courtney Marie Motter
- Wendy Kathleen Myers
- Clint William Nagel
- Cody D. Nale
- Lauren Elizabeth Pavlich
- Constance Fay Ramsburg
- Danielle Porroco Reid
- Sydney Jo Robertson
- Christine Jo Robertson
- Kayla Lynn Roehling
- Cameron Michael Rust
- Kimberly Marie Rutt
- Amanda Lee Sanchez
- Jennifer Kim Schultz
- Cory Matthew Sims
- Christina Elizabeth Streiff
- Jennifer Gayle Swanson
- Alexander James Thiel
- Jessica Torres

Industrial Design
- Noah Beasley
- Christopher Becker Collinson
- Philip George Freiberg
- Branden H. Fulton
- Caitlin Jane Kennedy
- Rachel Theresa Kennedy
- Jason Robert Mosher

Nursing
- Amber Catherine Vidger
- Toby Jon Wellington
- Justin Ryan Willis

Human Services
- Kamberly S. Abbot
- Monica Rose Aragon
- Jessica Michelle Arps
- Joseph Louis Baskey
- Michelle Lynn Fairbanks
- Elise Brittany Ferguson
- Krissiberta Frances Gilliam
- ShabirZad A. Graham
- Bradley Jill Gilley
- Stephanie Lynette Hancock
- Sheila H. Harrell
- Meghan Elizabeth Hartvigson
- Emely Rose Petra Hernandez
- Kendra Dawn Hill
- Angela Ann Karr
- Sabrina Dee Kicker
- Rhiamon Marie Laufer
- Jennifer Ann Lates
- Renee Marie McCraken
- Melissa M. McGuire
- Angela M. Moran
- John Charles Moraric
- Karyg Lee Ryan Morris
- Kayla Marie New
- Melissa Joy Meli Reumann
- Marisol Miguel Rodriguez
- Kathleen Riedel Santana
- Crystal Koob Schierkolk
- Erin Shank
- Erin S. Sudmalis
- Lilly M. Temple
- Akmame Deon Tame
- Rosa Maria Villalobos-Diaz
- Sheri Lynn Waddell
- Pagge A. Wheatley
- Lindsey Anne Wise

Industrial Design
- Noah Beasley
- Christopher Becker Collinson
- Philip George Freiberg
- Branden H. Fulton
- Caitlin Jane Kennedy
- Rachel Theresa Kennedy
- Jason Robert Mosher

Erin Elizabeth Mulrooney
- Matthew David Partridge
- Chad Elliot Pringle
- Ramon Alberto Rondon
- Derrick Scott Sjodin
- Ian Nugent Sovoboda
- Alec K. Thomas
- Wendy Towell
- Christopher Robert Van Dyken
- Mark Charles Veljkovich
- Joshua Robert White
- Barbara Anne Willett
- Fabian Leonard Yazzie

Nursing
- Jessica Marie Barela
- Kimberly Sue Carlson
- Diana I. Chia
- Christopher Anthony Costanzo
- Alicia Marie DeAnda
- Shelbie Marie Elliott
- Anna John Erickson
- Shirley Theresa Frederick
- Stephen Lawrence-John Gerrard
- Philip Carl Hubbard
- Clint L. Hyatt
- Amanda Rhea Jernigan
- Adrionna Lasette Kilpatrick
- Stephanie Jessica Lee
- Stacey-Marie Leigh
- Kathleen Ann Lieber
- Jason Ari Lowrey
- Heidi Elizabeth Maybach
- Dolores Derrrfeo Melius
- Kerin Maureen Murphy
- Usoma Chidi Nduka
- Rachel Magrae Ngomseu
- Elizabeth Anne Okon
- Christopher Orme
- Shannon M. Ortell
- Britney Helen Osborne
- Jennifer Ann Outcutt
- maeleen Patten
- Amy Marie Pecrakez
- Heath Ann Peterson
- Linda Maria Przeuzze
- Adelita Alejandra Saldana
- Nicole Erin Sands

- Michelle Lee Schroeder
- Bridget Marie Seidel
- Craig P. Sharp
- Karen Joanna Smoczyn
- Gina Marie Snyder
- Kerry Ann Sproles
- Melanie Rose Stone
- Natalie Del Thomas
- Craig Donald Thompson
- Seth Joseph Thompson
- Christina Ann Travis
- Helen H. Tyson
- Kathryn Michelle Tyson
- Kimberly Anne Wilson

Special Education, Early Childhood Education, Reading and Educational Technology
- Jessica Jo Cheek
- Tina Marie Dobson
- Amanda Jean Findell
- Patricia Marie Kurz
- Deborah Anne Murray-Close
- Rachael Grace Ortiz
- Melissa Lynn Rowold
- Tiffany Rose Sheldar
- Carrie Marie Spawen
- Michael Dale Tracy
- Russell James Tupper
- Abbie T. Zanetell

Technical Communication and Media Production
- Amy Lynn Hebert Bell
- Christine Jean Cunningham
- John A. Daddario
- Carrie Ellen Gehin
- Erik Scott Hoy
- Joshua Thomas Kyle
- Bethany Kristine Lamer
- Young Daniel Lee
- Kale Thomas Lewis
- Daniel John Schneider
- Steven Lewis Schwedt
- Heather Marie Sowards
- Carlos Valdivia-Luna

- Tamara Con Louden
- Major Con Louden
- Con Louden
- Honors Program
- Teacher Licensure
Spring 2010 Commencement Seating Diagram

- Tivoli Auraria Parking Structure (TAPS)
- Tivoli
- Special Guests of the College
- Audience General Admission
- Persons using wheelchairs and guests
- School of Business
- School of Letters, Arts & Sciences
- School of Letters, Arts & Sciences
- School of Professional Studies
- Emergency Shelter
- Ramp
- West
- PE/Event Center
Spring Commencement

Sunday, May 16, 2010
Nine O’Clock
Athletic Fields at Auraria Campus